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The Bank of Korea has published Financial Stability Report twice a year since April
2003, seeking to stimulate active discussion among market participants on financial
stability by providing comprehensive analysis of the current status and potential risk
factors of the Korean financial system and overall assessment of its stability.

The domestic financial system experienced augmented instability under the impact
of the heightened global financial turmoil and the rapid worldwide economic
downturn following Lehman Brothers' filing for bankruptcy protection in midSeptember 2008. Recently, though, it has exhibited a more stable pattern, thanks to
the moderation of the global financial crunch and the policy authorities' proactive
measures to secure financial stability. Given the highly sensitive reaction to such
changes in the financial and economic environment at home and abroad, the Bank of
Korea has made extensive efforts to identify and assess key vulnerabilities that are
inherent to the Korean financial system. In particular, we have concentrated on
gauging and evaluating the soundness of the banking sector and the debt servicing
capacity of households and firms, which are crucial to the maintenance of Korean
financial system stability.

It is hoped that Financial Stability Report will help market participants and policymakers identify and counter risk factors latent within the financial system more
effectively.
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Overview

Overview

� The stability of the Korean financial
system is considered to have declined under
the impact of the heightened global financial
turmoil and the deepening of the worldwide
economic downturn following Lehman
Brothers' bankruptcy filing in mid-September
Korean financial stability map1)

2008. Highly unstable movements have been
exhibited in the financial markets and there

April to September 2008
October 2008 to March 2009

Financial markets

10

has been a weakening of the debt servicing
Soundness of banks

rapid contraction of economic activity.

5
Debt servicing
capacity of the
business sector

1

capacity of households and firms owing to the

Global
economy

The soundness of the banking sector, also,
deteriorated and the function of financial

Debt servicing capacity
of the household sector

Domestic economy

Note: 1) The closer to the 10th decile a sector's value, the more unstable
the sector
Source: Bank of Korea

intermediation did not proceed smoothly.

From the beginning of 2009, however, there
has been a gradual improvement in the state
of the financial markets because the global
liquidity crunch has moderated and the
effects of the policy authorities' measures to

-i-
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secure financial stability have emerged.
The markets' mood of unease has been
soothed following the net inflow of foreign
investment funds to the stock and bond
markets. The won-dollar exchange rate has
shown movements indicating that it has
broken away from its steeply upward trend
owing to the easing of the international
financial market turbulence and the
expansion of the current account surplus.
The supply of funds to the business sector,
however, has failed to show brisk activity
since the hoped-for improvement in the
contraction of domestic and international
credit markets has fallen short of
anticipations. The pace of the recovery in
credit markets in future is regarded as a key
element in maintaining the stability of the

Economic growth and outlooks for selected countries
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15
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Emerging
market countries 15
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Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook (April 2009)

Korean financial system.

� World economic growth trends have fallen
sharply and the domestic economy, too, has
shrunk abruptly as the global financial turmoil
has spread apace to envelop the real

2009e

economy.
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The US economy registered deeply negative
growth during the latter half of 2008 owing to
depressed housing market activity and an
intensified credit crunch. The subdued state
of the Japanese and the Euro area
economies persisted from the second quarter
of 2008. Growth trends in the emerging
market countries were greatly blunted by the
shrinking of exports and domestic demand.
World economic growth for 2009 is expected
to turn negative as against its positive rate
(3% level) during 2008.

In the international financial markets,
instability mounted as shown by the
contraction of credit supply and the
Credit spread trends

heightened volatility of price variables in

(bp)

(bp)
1400

800

response to the collapse of Lehman Brothers.

1200
600

1000
Junk bonds1)(LHS)

800

From March 2009 though, the market unrest

400

showed signs of moderating upon the

200

emergence of the effects of global policy

0

coordination.

600
2)

EMBIG (LHS)

400
200

US AAA corporate bonds(RHS)
0
2007.1

7

2008.1

7

Notes: 1) US Corporate bonds rated BB or below
Notes: 2) Emerging Market Bond Index Global
Source: Bloomberg

2009.1

In the credit markets, there has been a
gradual narrowing of credit spreads that had
continued at a high-level particularly for low- iii -
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grade bonds while the rigidity of financial
institutions' attitude toward lending has
evidenced some moderation. There has been
an improvement in financial institutions' shortterm funding position thanks to the expansion
of liquidity supply by central banks.

Dollar Index and Yen Index
140

140

130

130
Yen(Markit iBoxxFX Index)1)

120
110

110

100

100

90

90
Dollar(DXY Index)2)

80
70
2007.1

The underlying weakness of share prices

120

80

persisted until February 2009 owing to
investors' increased liquidity demand and the
deterioration of the global economic

70
7

2008.1

7

fundamentals but there has since been a shift

2009.1

Notes: 1) Weighted Average of the Yen's exchange rates with USD,
EUR, GBP, CAD and AUD
Notes: 2) Weighted Average of the US Dollar's exchange rates with
JPY, EUR, GBP, CAD, CHF and SEK
Source: Bloomberg

to a steeply upward trend. The US dollar and
the Japanese yen had generally displayed
strengthening trends against other major
currencies from October last year, but more
recently they have given indications of a shift
to a mildly weakening trend.

Real economic indicators1) in Korea
(%)

(%)

12

4

6

2

Domestic economic growth rates slowed

0

0

sharply with the massive contraction of

-6

-2

domestic and overseas demand in the latter

-4

half of 2008. It is considered to be no easy

Private consumption (LHS)
Exports (LHS)

-12
-18
2003

Facilities investment (LHS)
GDP (RHS)

-6
2004

2005

2006

2007

Note: 1) Period - on - period percent changes, S. A.
Source: Bank of Korea

2008

matter to regain growth momentum in the
short term because of the enduring influence
of the worldwide downturn in activity amid the
- iv -
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global financial unease. The upward trend of
prices flattened out from the latter half of
2008, influenced by the fall in international oil
prices and the deterioration of business
conditions, and they are also likely to remain
on this course during 2009. The current
account moved into deficit during 2008, but
for 2009 a substantial surplus is expected to
be chalked up with imports contracting much
Household financial debt-to-asset and
debt-to-disposable income

faster than exports and an improved position

(times)

(%)

1.5

60

Financial debt-to-disposable
income ratio(LHS)

on the services account.

1.4
50
1.3
1.2
40

Financial debt-to-asset
ratio(RHS)

1.1

30
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

considered to have been reduced. The
upward trend of its financial liabilities has

1.0
2002

� The households' debt servicing capacity is

2008

Source: Bank of Korea

continued while employment conditions have
worsened owing to the economic downturn
and asset prices such as those for shares

Household interest payment-to-disposable income ratio1)
(%)

and real estate have also fallen.

(%)

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

The ratio of household financial liabilities to
financial assets shifted to a large-scale rise
and that of financial liabilities to disposable
income also increased. The lowering of

2

2
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Note: 1) Year - end - basis. The figure for 2009 is an estimate.
Source: Bank of Korea

2009e

interest rates, however, greatly lightened the
burden of households' interest payments.
-v-
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Under these favorable circumstances, there
is thought to be little likelihood of a situation
arising to any substantial degree in which
households are unable to service their debts.

� In the corporate sector, profitability and

Cash flow coverage ratios and debt ratios
(%)
400

300

(%)
Debt ratio (large businesses, RHS)
150
Debt ratio (SMEs, RHS)
Cash flow coverage ratio (large businesses, LHS)
Cash flow coverage ratio (SMEs, LHS)
120

financial soundness have deteriorated and its
ability to generate cash through business

90

activities has also fallen, so that its debt

60

servicing capacity has been eroded. In

30

particular, large corporations operating

200

100

0

0
2002

2004

2006

2008

globally have seen a relatively greater

Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

deterioration in their financial conditions,
being directly hit by the shrinking of global
market demand.

There is the possibility of an increase in
corporate bankruptcies owing to the
weakening of the debt-servicing capacity of
firms whose profit structure is vulnerable and
financial soundness fragile amid the
spreading repercussions of the international
financial market turmoil and the worldwide
economic downturn.
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Apartment transaction price indices and trading volume
(Dec.2008=100)
120
Nationwide apartment transaction
price index(LHS)
Seoul apartment transaction
price index(LHS)

100

� In the real estate market, housing prices

(10,000 units)
25

have shown a persistently downward trend

20

since October 2008 due to the worsening of

15

income conditions and the contraction of

80
Nationwide trading
volume(RHS)

60

10
40

buyer sentiment. There is also the likelihood

5

20

of real estate PF loans turning sour, along

0
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0
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2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Sources: Kookmin Bank, Korea Land Corporation

with the deepening slump in the distribution of
new apartments.

Downward pressures are expected to
continue in the housing market in the months
ahead under the influence of the slowdown in
activity and the backlog of unallocated
apartments. Nevertheless, there is seen to be
the latent possibility of a rise in housing
prices, particularly in certain areas, aided by
the easing of real estate related regulations
and the expansion of liquidity supply.
Changes in financial institution lending

� In the loan market, the upward trend of
(trillion won)

(trillion won)
80

80
Corporate loans
Household loans
60

60

40

40

20

20

0

0

corporate lending was blunted from the latter
half of 2008 in a development that centered
on SMEs with relatively low credit standing.
This phenomenon seems to be due to the

-20

-20

heightened aversion to the credit risk of

1H 2004 2H 1H 2005 2H 1H 2006 2H 1H 2007 2H 1H 2008 2H
Source: Bank of Korea

SMEs as delinquency rates rose. In the early
- vii -
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months of 2009, however, lending to SMEs
marked a mild increase, boosted by policy
initiatives including the active expansion of
guarantees by credit guarantee institutions.

Household loans sustained their constant
upward trend. In the banking sector, housing
finance loans led the upward trend whereas
non-bank financial institutions stepped up
their credit-based lending especially to
borrowers finding it difficult to access banks.
The passing of credit risk to the non-bank
financial institutions which are poorly
capitalized compared to banks could act as a
factor detracting from financial system
stability.
Credit spreads on risky bonds1)
(%p)

� In the bond market, yields on Treasury

(%p)
9

9

bonds fell back sharply and credit spreads

Corporate bonds (3-year, BBB-)

6

6
Corporate bonds (3-year, AA-)

widened greatly from the latter half of 2008.

Bank bonds (3-year, AAA)
3

3
Corporate bonds(3-year, BBB-)
─ Corporate bonds(3-year, AA-)
0
2005

In the early weeks of 2009, however, yields
0

2006

2007

2008

Note: 1) Spreads over Korean Treasury bonds(3-year)
Sources: Bank of Korea, KOSCOM

2009

on Treasury bonds staged a slight rise while
credit differentiation augmented. In the case
of the bonds of prime companies, credit
spreads narrowed and bond issuance also
- viii -
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became brisker, but for the bonds of nonprime companies credit spreads continued at
a high-level and bond issuance remained
subdued. The outcome of fund raising by
non-prime businesses is likely to fall well
short of what is desired until the uncertainties
shrouding the state of the financial and real
economy have been largely dissolved.
Foreigner net stock buying and KOSPI
(index)

(trillion won)

2200

12

KOSPI(LHS)

8

1900

4
1600

� In the stock market, share prices
plummeted in a fall that matched that of
global share prices as a result of the

0

international financial market turmoil and

1300
-4
1000

-8

foreigners' expansion of their net selling

Foreigner net buying(RHS)
700
2006.1

-12
7

2007.1

Source: Korea Exchange

7

2008.1

7

2009.1

position from the latter half of 2008. From
December onwards, though, they exhibited a
more rapid pattern of recovery than those in
major countries in line with foreigners' move
to a net buying position.

Amid the continuing global financial turmoil,
foreigners' power to sway share prices is
considered to have been magnified in line
with the heightened sensitivity of market
participants to the trends in their share
transaction behavior.
- ix -
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Current and capital account trends
(100 million US$)

� In the foreign exchange market, the

(100 million US$)
100

100

interplay of foreign exchange supply and
0

0

demand worsened greatly during the latter
Current
account

-100

Capital
account

-100
Current account
+Capital account

-200

-300
2006.1

7

2007.1

7

2008.1

7

half of 2008, but from early 2009, there were

-200

signs of an improvement in line with the shift

-300

of both the current account and the capital

2009.1

account into surplus.

Source: Bank of Korea

Foreign currency fundraising by domestic
banks too has been generally friction-free
with a higher rate of rollovers and the
extension of maturities. Premiums on foreign
currency borrowings, however, have
remained as before at a high-level, affected
mainly by the global credit crunch.
KRW/USD, JPY/USD and KRW/JPY exchange rate trends
(Won/US$,Won/100Yen)

The Korean won/US dollar exchange rate,

(Yen/US$)
130

1700

which had clung to a steeply upward trend,
JPY/USD(RHS)

1500

120

has moved comparatively stably since March
110

1300

100

KRW/USD(LHS)

1100

90

900
KRW/JPY(LHS)
700
2007.1

80
7

2008.1

7

2009, assisted by the easing of the
international financial market unrest and the
widening of the current account surplus.

2009.1

Source: Bank of Korea

� An increase in troubled assets and a
sharp contraction of net profits have detracted
-x-
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from the business soundness of the banking
sector whereas its liquidity situation has
improved.
Composition of banks' funding sources
(%)

(%)
50

50

On the fund-raising side, funding structures
are being stabilized with a decline in the

Time and other deposits
40

40

Wholesale funding
30

30

share of wholesale funding in bank's total
funding. In terms of the operation of funds,
there was an increase in the share of short

Instant access type accounts
20
2005

20
2006

2007

2008

2009

Source: Banks' call reports

term operation of funds in forms such as
MMFs while attitudes toward lending
remained passive owing to the increased
credit risk. Such short-termism in the
operation of banks' funds, which also
exercised an influence on non-bank financial
institutions, gave rise to a situation in which
market funds are just passed back and forth
between financial institutions, which is seen to
be acting as a factor in eroding their function

Commercial banks' loan soundness

of financial intermediation.
(%)
4

(trillion won)

Changes in precautionary loans (RHS)1)
Changes in substandard and below loans1)(RHS)
Substandard and below loan ratios on corporate(LHS)
Substandard and below loan ratios on household(LHS)

6

4

3
2
2

Turning to the dimension of credit risk, the
rise in the rate of arrears on corporate loans

0

and the increased ratio of credits classified as

1

-2

substandard and below, illustrated
-4

0
2004

2005

2006

2007

Note: 1) Changes from the end of the previous quarter
Source: Banks' call reports

2008

deterioration in soundness of banks' assets.
- xi -
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Moreover, the fall in the coverage ratio which
measures loan loss provisions against credits
classified as substandard and below pointed
to a reduction in their loss absorption
capacity.
Changes in banks' net income before taxes
(trillion won)
18
15

(trillion won)
18

Interest income
Credit card income
Fees
Others

15

12

12

9

9

6

6

3

3
0

0
2005

2006

Source: Banks' call reports

2007

2008

Banking profitability presented a gloomier
picture. The scale of net profits shrank in
2008 in response to the reduction in interest
income brought about by the sharp rise in
loan losses along with the contraction of noninterest income while, in contrast to fiscal
2007, no gains were generated from the
large-scale disposal of shares acquired under
debt-for-equity swaps.

Capital adequacy was maintained at a
comparatively favorable level. Although net
profits declined and risk weighted assets
rose, banks' average BIS capital adequacy
ratio rose thanks to their efforts to increase
their capital. Nevertheless, there is
considered to have been a weakening of
capital structures as the expansion of capital
was oriented toward bolstering
supplementary capital through the issue of
- xii -
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subordinated debt.

� Non-bank financial institutions such as
credit card companies, securities companies

Non-bank financial institution net income
(trillion won)
4

2005

2006

2007

(trillion won)
2008
4

and asset management companies are seen
to have suffered an overall decline in

3

3

business soundness.
2

2

1

1

There were concerns over a decline in the

0

asset soundness of credit card companies

0

Credit Card
Companies

Securities
Companies

Source: Financial Supervisory Service

Asset Management
Companies

during 2008 in view of the increase in the
amount utilized in the form of loans of cash,
principally to customers with lower credit
grades. Securities companies, for their part,
may easily become exposed to market and
liquidity risk when there are adverse
developments in the financial markets,
because most of their fund-raising is shortterm, in forms such as CMAs, and their funds
are also operated in the form of short-term
assets. Asset management companies'
profitability may be constrained by a standstill
of inflows to their fund products owing to
stock market unrest.

- xiii -
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Bank of Korea Base Rate and interest rate on
Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans
(%)

� The Bank of Korea has implemented
(%)
6

aggressive policies without precedent in its

5

history to preserve the stability of the financial

4

system, by countering the deterioration in

3
(2.12)

business activity and the financial market

6
(8.9)

5

Base Rate

(7.12)
4

(10.9)
(10.27)
(8.7)
(11.7)
(12.11)

(1.9)

3
Interest rate on Aggregate
Credit Ceiling Loans
2

1
2007
Source: Bank of Korea

2008

2009

2

unrest. It has acted to expand the supply of

1

liquidity by unprecedented large cuts in its
policy rate, by purchases of RPs and by
increase of Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans. It
has also provided funding support to those
financial institutions contributing to the「Bond
Market Stabilization Fund」. Besides this, it
has supplied foreign-currency denominated
funds to financial institutions through the
active use of currency swaps with the central
banks of major countries in order to restore
foreign exchange market stability. Funding
support has additionally been given to the
「Bank Recapitalization Fund」in order to
facilitate banks' expansion of their equity
capital.

To heighten the safety and efficiency of the
payment and settlement system, meanwhile,
the operating hours of BOK-Wire have been
extended and the agency net settlement
- xiv -
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system has been realigned. These measures
are evaluated as having contributed to
improving the flow of funds in domestic
financial markets and soothing the unease of
market participants.

In the near future, on the basis of its even
closer checking and analysis of the financial
system, the Bank of Korea intends to draw up
policy proposals to resolve the financial
turmoil. It will strive in tandem with this for
policy co-operation with the government and
the Financial Supervisory Service and with
foreign central banks and international
financial institutions.

- xv -
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Ⅰ. Changes in the environment for financial stability
<Figure I- 1>

1. Economic outlook at home and
abroad

Economic growth and outlooks for selected countries
US
China

(%)
15

Euro area
World

Japan
(%)
Emerging
market countries 15

12

12

9

9

6

6

3

3

0

0

-3

-3

World economic growth has fallen sharply under the

-6

-6

impact of the global financial turmoil following the

-9

Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy protection filing in mid-

-9
2001

2003

2005

2009e

2007

(Synchronized global economic recession
accelerates)

September 2008.

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook (April 2009)

<Figure I- 2>

In the second half of 2008, the US economy registered

US housing market trends
(%)

(%)
Mortgage (30-year)
interest rate (RHS)

30
20

8
Rate of change in housing prices1)
(LHS)

deeply negative growth, due to depressed housing
market activity, an intensified credit crunch and a

6

slowdown in consumption. In Japan and the Euro area

10

negative growth was also recorded for three straight
0

4

-10
Rate of change in housing sales1)
(LHS)

-20

2

quarters from the second quarter of 2008, influenced by
decreased demand from overseas markets and
consumption and investment sluggishness. Growth in

-30
2001

0
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

emerging market countries was meanwhile greatly
blunted by shrinkages of exports and domestic demand,

Note: 1) Based on existing houses (year-on-year)
Source: Bloomberg

owing to the impact of the recessions in industrialized

<Figure I- 3>

countries. In 2009 as well, the world economy will

Economic forecasts for 2009, by release time
(%)

have difficulty getting out of recession, with advanced

(%)
4

4
World

countries including the US Japan and the Euro area
recording minus growth and emerging market countries

0

0

maintaining only low growth.

-4

Funds are not flowing smoothly to the business sector

US
-4

Japan
Euro area

-8

amid the unresolved global financial market unease
-8

2008.10

2008.11

2009.1

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook

2009.4

and continued credit crunch due to uncertainties
concerning disposal of the non-performing loans
-1-
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<Figure I- 4>

(NPLs) of US financial institutions. Advanced
Credit spread trends

countries in particular are at the same time

(bp)

(bp)
800

1400

strengthening their protectionist trade measures in the
financial and real economies, in efforts to protect their

1200
600

1000
Junk bonds1) (LHS)

800

protectionist moves and the erosions in the financial
400

600
EMBIG (LHS)

400

domestic industries. There is a possibility of these

200

intermediation function acting as factors obstructing
world economic recovery, while hindering the efficient
movement of capital.

200
US AAA Corporate bonds (RHS)
0

0
2007.1

7

2008.1

7

2009.1

Note: 1) US corporate bonds rated BB or below
Source: Bloomberg

(Unrest in international financial markets eases)

<Figure I- 5>

With the rapid deleveraging by financial institutions
CDS premium trends

following the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the

(bp)

(bp)
600

600

international financial markets were plunged into
unstable conditions as shown by a severe credit crunch

CDS premium (financial institutions1))
400

400

200

200

and heightened price variable volatility.
The credit spreads on US junk bonds rose from the
500bp level to 920bp by end-October 2008, and then

Investment grade bonds
(CDX index)

0
2007.1

7

2008.1

7

jumped to the 1,300bp level by early 2009. Emerging
0

2009.1

Note: 1) The average of CDS premiums on bonds issued by Citi,
Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, Goldman Sachs and
Morgan Stanley
Source: Bloomberg

market treasury bonds (EMBIG)1) showed a similar
pattern, shooting up from the 300bp level to 890bp by
the end of October. CDS premiums also rose steeply
following the announcements of increased losses at

<Figure I- 6>
Lending attitudes of US banks1) and bank loan/MMF trends
(times)

financial institutions2) in the fourth quarter of 2008.

(%)

0.8
Bank loan balance/
MMF balance (LHS)

100

Lending attitude index 2)
(households, RHS)
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0.7

60
Lending attitude index
(businesses, RHS)

3)
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0.6

1) Emerging Markets Bond Index Global
2)
Net income (loss) of major US banks
(billion dollars)

0
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Citi

-20
2007.1/4

3/4

2008.1/4

3/4

Notes: 1) + : tightened lending attitudes, - : eased lending attitudes
Notes: 2) Average for all residential mortgage loans
Notes: 3) Average for SMEs and large-sized businesses
Sources: FRB, Bloomberg
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Credit supply shrank sharply in the credit market, as
financial institutions adopted stringent attitudes toward
both business and household lending while managing
their funds mainly in short-term assets, centering
around MMFs, out of fears of counterparty risk.
Stock prices in major countries remained weak due to

<Figure I- 7>

the increased investor risk aversion and deterioration of

Stock index trends

global economic fundamentals. From September 2008

(2007.1.1=100)
160

160

Emerging markets

to February 2009, stock prices (MSCI) in developed
countries and emerging economies fell by 43.5% and

120

120

47.8%, respectively. In Eastern Europe, where the fear
80

80
G7 countries

of economic crisis intensified, stock prices dropped by
67.4% in the same period.
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40
Eastern Europe

0
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7

2008.1
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However, the unrest in global financial markets has
eased since March 2009. In the credit markets, spreads

Source: Bloomberg

have gradually narrowed and the rigidity of financial
institutions’ lending attitudes has loosened, although
credit supply to the private sector remains constrained.
Global stock prices have turned to rise, with those in

<Figure I- 8>

Eastern Europe notably soaring 19.1% in March.

TED and Libor-OIS spread trends
(bp)
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There has been a great improvement in financial
institutions’ short-term funding positions in line with
the expansion in liquidity supply by central banks.

TED spread

300
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Entering 2009, the Libor/OIS spread (3-month Libor ─

200
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overnight index swap rate) and TED spread (3-month

100
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Libor ─ 3-month T-Bill rate) narrowed considerably,
and have stabilized at the 100bp level.

Libor-OIS spread
0
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Source: Bloomberg
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The yield on US treasury bonds (10-year) had dropped

<Figure I- 9>

dramatically, owing to the heightened preference for

US treasury bond yields
(%)

safe assets following the collapse of Lehman Brothers

(%)

6.0

6.0

5.0

5.0

10-year bonds
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3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

3-month bonds

0.0
-1.0
2007.1

7
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7

and to the federal funds rate cuts by the FRB. Since
mid-January 2009, however, it has shifted to a rise in
line with the increase in treasury bond supply.
Looking at exchange rates, the US dollar had shown an

0.0

overall strengthening trend against other major

-1.0

currencies due to the credit crunch and preference for

2009.1

safe assets from October 2008. Entering March 2009 it

Source: Bloomberg

swiched to a weakening trend, however, owing to the

<Figure I- 10>

quantitative easing policy adopted by the FRB. The
USD and Yen Index trends

Japanese yen had meanwhile also been strong amid the
140

yen carry trade unwinding following Lehman Brothers’

130

collapse, but has recently shifted to weakness against

120

the backdrop of heightened fears concerning the

110

110

Japanese economy. Currencies in emerging markets, in

100

100

contrast, after declining drastically in value from

90

90

October 2008, especially in Eastern Europe where

80

foreign capital inflows3) had fallen considerably, have

140
130
Yen (Markit iBoxxFX index)

120

1)

USD (DXY Index) 2)

80
70
2007.1

70
7
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7
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Notes: 1) Against USD, Euro, Pound, Canadian Dollar and Australian
Dollar
Notes: 2) Against Yen, Euro, Pound, Canadian Dollar, Swiss Franc and
Swedish Kroner
Source: Bloomberg

begun to rally since March 2009.
It appears that the recent moderation of international
financial market instability has owed mainly to the
active measures taken by the authorities in major
countries, including benchmark interest rate cuts and
expansions of liquidity supply. The possibility of a
resurfacing of global financial market unrest
meanwhile remains, in light of the continued global
deleveraging, the delay in credit market recoveries and
the risk of a stampede of foreign capital out of
emerging markets.

3) According to the IIF (Institute of International Finance), foreign capital
inflows to the emerging markets shrank to 465.8 billion dollars in 2008
from 928.6 billion dollars in 2007, and are expected to fall to 165.3
billion dollars in 2009.
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<Figure I- 11>

(International raw material prices show downward

International oil1) and other raw material price trends2)
(US$/barrel)

stabilization)
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International oil prices (based on Brent oil) reached a
record high level of $145.7 per barrel on July 3, 2008.

120

They then dropped back to the mid-$30 per barrel level

90

by the end of 2008, however, under the impact of

60

sluggish demand due to the world economic
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slowdown, the withdrawals of investment funds and

0

the US Dollar’s continuing strength.

40
Brent oil (LHS)
0
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Notes: 1) Based on Brent oil
Notes: 2) Based on the basket of commodities tracked by the IMF
non-fuel commodity price indices
Sources: Bloomberg, IMF

In 2009, international oil prices have hovered at the
$50 per barrel level since the end of March, owing to
reduced production by OPEC.4) Given the delays or

<Table I- 1>
Major institution crude oil price forecasts (Brent oil)
(Period average, US$/ barrel)
Forecasting
institute
(Forecast date)

2008
(Actual)

possibility of a further OPEC production cutback, and
the geopolitical risk in some oil-producing countries,

2009 (Forecast)
1Q

2Q

3Q

4Q

Year

PIRA1) (March 27)

44.5

53.0

57.8

61.6

54.2

CGES2)(March 25)

45.0

50.4

51.8

53.4

50.1

45.5

58.0

57.0

58.0

54.6

Result

cancellations of oil development projects, the

however, there could still be a choppy path ahead.

97.7

3)

CERA (March 31)

Notes: 1) Petroleum Industry Research Associates
Notes: 2) Center for Global Energy Studies
Notes: 3) Cambridge Energy Research Associates

As for the prices of other raw materials5), particularly
those for metals and minerals, grains started
plummeting from July and August 2008 owing to weak
demand caused by the global recession and increased

<Figure I- 12>

speculative fund outflows to the oil market. It is
forecast that they will hover at their current levels for

Real economic indicators1) in Korea
(%)

the time being, as any recovery in demand appears

(%)

12

4

6

2

0

0

-6

-2
Private consumption (LHS)
Exports (LHS)

-12
-18
2003

2004

2005

2006

Facilities investment (LHS)
GDP (RHS)

2007

Note: 1) Period-on-period percent changes, S. A.
Source: Bank of Korea

2008

problematic.

(Domestic economic sluggishness continues)
Domestic economic growth slowed sharply with the

-4

massive contraction of domestic and overseas demand

-6

in the latter half of 2008. Regaining growth momentum
is not expected to be easy in the short term, given the
4) OPEC has reduced production, by a total of 4.2 million barrels per day,
on three occasions since September 2008.
5) Based on the IMF non-fuel commodity price index, which tracks the
prices of 45 non-fuel commodities
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persisting influence of the worldwide downturn in

<Figure I- 13>

activity amid the global financial unease.

Current account balance and consumer price1) trends
(100 million dollars)

(%)
6

600
Consumer prices (RHS)
Goods account (LHS)

half of 2008, influenced by the fall in prices of
3

300
Current account
(LHS)
0

-3

-300
Note: 1) Year-on-year changes
Source: Bank of Korea

expected to continue a moderate pace of increase in
2009 also, thanks to gradual appreciation of the Korean

Service account (LHS)
2005

international raw materials including oil, and the
deterioration of business conditions. Prices are

0

2004

The upward trend of prices flattened from the latter

2006

2007

2008

won against the US dollar and the easing of demandpull pressures in line with the economic downturn.
The current account balance recorded a deficit of $6.4
billion in 2008, due to the continued service account
deficit and a drastic decrease in the goods account
surplus. A substantial surplus is expected for 2009,
however, with imports contracting much faster than
exports and the service account balance improving.
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<Box I - 1>

The global financial crisis and related policy measures of major countries
(October 2008 - March 2009)

1. Lowering of policy rates

Changes in policy rates of major countries
(%)

(%)
7

7

① US : total 175~200bp reduction, in three steps

6

UK

6

(0.0~0.25% as of April 10, 2009)

5

5

② ECB : total 300bp* reduction, in six steps

4

4

(1.25% as of April 10, 2009)
* Including reduction(1.5% → 1.25%) on April 2

ECB

3

3

US

2

2

③ UK : total 450bp reduction, in six steps

Japan

1

1

(0.5% as of April 10, 2009)
0
2008.1

④ Japan : total 40bp reduction, in two steps

0
3

5

7

9

11

2009.1

3

Source: Bloomberg

(0.1% as of April 10, 2009)

2. Increase in the supply of liquidity
① US
(FRB)
- Indirect purchases of risky assets : adoption of CPFF (Commercial Paper Funding Facility, Oct. 8, 2008)
for purchase of commercial paper, and MMIFF (Money Market Investor Funding Facility, Oct. 21, 2008)
for investors in short-term financial market
○ The FRB NY provided funds to Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) that had purchased CP and
financial bonds,* accepting them as collateral so as to increase the supply of liquidity to the shortterm financial market.
* CP, ABCP and financial bonds with credit ratings of A-1/P-1/F-1 or higher, and maturities of 3 months or less

○ As of the end of March 2009, the FRB's CPFF balance stood at $250 billion.
- Direct purchases of long-term bonds : implementation of MBS Purchase Program (Nov. 26, 2008)
○ A decision was made to purchase up to $100 billion worth of bonds issued by the governmentsupported mortgage firms (Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and the Federal Home Loan Banks) and $500
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billion worth of MBSs guaranteed by these firms.
- Increase of collateralized loans : adoption of TALF (Term ABS Loan Facility, Nov. 26, 2008)
○ Up to $200 billion will be provided to SPVs purchasing ABSs issued based on consumer credit and
SME loans as the underlying assets, with the ABSs accepted as collateral.
○ $4.7 billion was provided in the first lot on March 25, 2009.
- Approval of GMAC conversion to bank holding company (by FRB on December 24, 2008) and injection
of $5 billion into it (by Department of the Treasury, December 29, 2008) on condition of a decrease in
GM’s equity stake, in consideration of possible adverse effects of a GMAC bankruptcy on GM
- Purchase of long-term treasury bonds : decision made to purchase long-term treasury bonds, worth $300
billion over six months, to improve private credit market conditions (March 18, 2009)
○ The FRB NY began by purchasing treasury bonds worth $7.5 billion on March 25, 2009, and plans to
continue purchases two or three times a week
(Policy authorities)
- Department of the Treasury (DOT), FDIC and FRB decision to inject additional capital into Citigroup
and provide payment guarantees of its NPLs (November 23, 2008)
○ A plan was announced for injection of additional capital ($20 billion) into Citigroup through TARP*,
and for provision of NPL payment guarantees worth $306 billion.
* TARP - Troubled Asset Relief Program

- DOT announcement of plan for provision of emergency funds worth $17.4 billion to GM and Chrysler
(December 19, 2008)
- DOT, FDIC and FRB decision to inject additional capital ($20 billion) into Bank of America while
providing payment guarantees of its NPLs (worth $118 billion) (January 16, 2009)
- DOT announcement of measures to provide support for homeowners to stabilize the housing market
(February 18, 2009), and for SMEs (March 16, 2009). A plan also announced to form a PPIF, worth up to
$1 trillion, to purchase financial institutions’ NPLs (March 23, 2009)
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② Other industrialized countries
- Bank of England and British Department of the Treasury (DOT) announced second round of financial
market stabilization measures (January 19, 2009)
○ The Bank of England launched its Asset Purchase Facility, for purchases of well-performing private
sector assets with a special fund established by the DOT through treasury bond issuance. It also
reorganized its system for provision of long-term liquidity support.
○ The DOT launched an Asset Protection Scheme and an ABS payment guarantee system.
- Bank of Japan adoption of system of corporate bond-backed loans (January 8, 2009), confirmation of
plan for direct purchases of CP held by financial institutions (January 22, 2009)
○ On February 3, 2009, the BOJ decided to purchase stocks (worth up to 1 trillion yen) held by
financial institutions by April 2010. It also announced a plan for direct purchases of 1 trillion yen
worth of corporate bonds* by end-September 2009 (February 19, 2009).
* A-grade or higher corporate bonds (with remaining maturities of one year or less) held by financial institutions

- Due to difficulties reaching specific agreement on policy for increasing liquidity, ECB response to credit
crisis via traditional policy tools, such as lowering of policy rates and open market operations

3. Strengthening of international cooperation

- Strengthening of policy-related cooperation between countries to overcome the global financial crisis,
through joint lowering of policy rates and expansion of currency swaps between central banks
○ The FRB signed a $15 billion currency swap agreement with the Reserve Bank of New Zealand
(October 28, 2008). It also signed $30 billion currency swap agreements with the central banks of
Korea, Brazil and Mexico, as well as the Monetary Authority of Singapore (October 29, 2008).
* In April 2009, the FRB signed foreign currency liquidity swap agreements with the BOE (worth $30 billion pounds), the
ECB (worth $80 billion euros), BOJ (worth 10 trillion yen), and SNB (worth 40 billion Swiss Francs).

○ The ECB and The central banks of Asian countries (such as Korea, China, Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia
and Hong Kong) signed currency swap agreements with neighboring countries, including agreements
to increase ceilings on exisiting swap lines.
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<Figure I- 14>

2. Debt servicing capacity of the
household sector

Household financial debt-to-disposable income ratio1)
(times)

(trillion won)
1,000
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Nominal financial debt (RHS)
Household debt / Disposable income (LHS)

1.8

800

1.6

(Households’ debt servicing capacity weakens,
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while principal and interest repayment burden

400

declines)

1.4
1.2
200

1.0

Households’ debt servicing capacity is assessed to have
0

0.8
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debt, their trend of income growth has stagnated due to the

Note: 1) Year-end basis
Source: Bank of Korea

worsening economic conditions and the volume of their

<Figure I- 15>

financial assets has dropped with the decline in stock

Household real financial debt1) -to-real disposable
income ratio
(times)
1.2

weakened. Amid a continuing increase in their financial

prices.

(trillion won)
600

Real financial debt (RHS)

Households’ financial debt increased by 7.9% in 2008,

Real financial debt / Real disposable income
(LHS)

outpacing the rate of increase in their disposable

1.0

income(5.8%). Their debt-to-disposable income ratio
400

0.8

accordingly rose to 1.40, from 1.36 in 2007. Households’
psychological feeling of indebtness, which has continued a
downward trend despite increasing nominal debt since

0.6

200
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2002, also seems likely to have risen. The volume of real
financial debt6) deflated by the asset (real estate and stock)

Note: 1) Deflated by asset prices
Source: Bank of Korea

price indices increased, under the impact of the declines in
<Figure I- 16>

stock and real estate prices. The ratio of real financial debt

Household financial debt-to-financial asset ratio
and financial surplus
(%)

to real personal disposal income turned to a rise.

(trillion won)
120

60

90
60
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40

Households’ financial surplus7) posted a negative figure in
2008, due to an increase in valuation losses on stocks and

30

investment funds. The capital gearing ratio (ratio of

0

household financial debt to financial assets) rose to 47.8%,

-30
Financial surplus (RHS)

30

-60

Financial debt / Financial assets (LHS)

-90
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20
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Source: Bank of Korea
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6) It can be said that the inflationary effect of household debt is
influenced more by the prices of real estate and stocks, households’
major investments, than by general prices. Real financial debt was thus
calculated by a deflator (100 as of the end of March 2002) made by
using the nationwide apartment price and composite stock price
indices, weighted in accordance with the propositions of real estate and
stocks in households’ total assets.
7) Financial surplus = Increase in financial assets -Increase in financial
debt
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<Figure I- 17>

from 43.4% in 2007. Household abilities to repay financial

Household interest payment-to-disposable income ratio1)
(%)

(%)

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

debt without liquidation of real asset, therefore seem
considerably weakened.
However, it appears that households’ principal and interest
repayment burdens are decreasing amid the sharp drop in

2

2
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009e

interest rates, which helps alleviate interest payment
expenses.
The income gearing ratio (interest payments divided by
disposable income) is expected to drop, in virtue of the

Note: 1) Year-end basis. The figure for 2009 is an estimate.
Source: Bank of Korea

rapid fall in household loan interest rates since November
2008. The debt service ratio (DSR), an indicator of the
interest and principal repayment burdens borne by

<Table I- 2>

households carrying home mortgage loans from
Indicators of debt repayment burdens of home mortgage
loan-holding households1)
Dec. 2006 Dec. 2007 Oct. 2008
2)

Dec. 2008

commercial banks, has also shown a downward trend since
reaching a high in October 2008. This is because the

DSR (%)

19.3

20.2

22.0

20.1

burden of principal repayment has been mitigated thanks to

Interest payments/
Annual income(%)

12.0

13.2

14.1

13.5

measures taken to extend the maturities and grace periods

Notes: 1) Based on mortgage-loan holding households with annual incomes of
20 ~100 million won
Notes: 2) Ratio of household repayment of principal and interest to income
Sources: Call reports of six banks(KB, Woori, Shinhan, Hana, SCFirst and
NACF)

for mortgage loans8), while interest payment burdens have
also decreased owing to the decline in interest rates.
Considering the decline in their debt service ratio,
households’ cash flows related to debt repayment seem to
have improved, even though their overall debt servicing
capacity has decreased due to accumulated financial debt
and the fall in asset prices. Moreover, financial support for
vulnerable households is being strengthened, including
through establishment of a pre-workout system9) for
household borrowers. It is thus judged that a large-scale
default on household debt, similar to the credit card
debacle of the early 2000s or the subprime mortgage
turmoil in the US will not happen.
8) The MOUs between the FSS and banks made, in the course of the
government’s guarantee of banks’ external borrowing, include content
concerning mitigation of household borrowers’ principal repayment
burdens. Specifically, they contain extensions of maturities for balloon
loans and extensions of the grace periods for installment loans.
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<Figure I- 18>

(Future repayment capacities may possibly decline)
Employment indicators

(%)

(10,000 people)
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The stability of household income has become tenuous,
owing to the rapid contraction of economic activity
under the impact of the global financial crisis.
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0
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-10
Changes in number of broad unemployed2) (RHS)
57
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-20
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Notes: 1) Number of employed / Number of people aged 15 and over
Notes: 2) Inclusive of unemployed, discouraged workers no longer
looking for jobs, workers wanting additional work, and those
preparing to get jobs
Source: Korea National Statistical Office

<Figure I- 19>

to slow in early 2008, and since December 2008 the
number of employed has decreased and caused a sharp
employment rate decline. Employment conditions
appear to be worsening conspicuously, with a sharp
increase in the number of unemployed10) in the broad
sense, including discouraged workers no longer
looking for jobs11) and workers wanting additional

Real and nominal wage growth rate trend

work.12)
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Workers’ wages are also decreasing due to the decline

5
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in business profitability. In the fourth quarter of 2008,

3
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nominal wages decreased by 1.7% owing to reductions

1
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-1
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-3

payments amid the economic slowdown and firms’
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worsening profitability. Workers’ real income

-7
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decreased by 5.9% during the same period.
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Source: Ministry of Labor

<Figure I- 20>

Given that income conditions are worsening and the
household savings rate remains low, households’

Household savings and savings growth rates
(%)

long-term capability of withstanding debt does not look

(%)
80

30
Rate of personal savings growth1) (RHS)

40
20
20
0
10

-20
-40

Personal net
savings rate2) (LHS)

-60

0
1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

strong.

60

2008

Notes: 1) Three-year moving average basis
Notes: 2) Personal net savings /(Personal net adjusted disposable
income+Adjustment for change in net equity of households
in pension funds)
Source: Bank of Korea

9) Effective April 2009, a system is in operation for delinquents with
default periods ranging from one month to less than 3 months, under
agreement between the Credit Counselling & Recovery Service and
financial institutions, to help prevent short-term delinquents from
becoming credit defaulters.
10) The unemployed in the broad sense also include people preparing to
get jobs, people attending job-related training courses, etc.
11) Refers to persons who have the desire and ability for employment but
are currently economically inactive due to labor market conditions,
and who have searched for employment during the previous
twelve-month period.
12) Refers to workers employed less than 18 hours per week (either due
to lack of available work or to economic reasons such as business
downturn) who wish to work more hours.
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<Box I - 2>

International comparison of debt levels of households, businesses and governments
In economic activities, leverage has two faces. In good times, investment using high leverage can earn an
investor profits higher than investment relying on equity capital alone. In bad times, however, investors face
the possibility of incurring greater losses. In a period of recession such as the present, there is a high
possibility of households and businesses that are highly leveraged defaulting on their debts. This will work as
a factor increasing the economy’s vulnerability to external shocks.
In most countries, the ratio of household debt to nominal GDP, an indicator of household leverage, rose
sharply amid the rapid increase in household borrowing amounts over the past decade.
Household debt-to-nominal GDP ratio trends

Household debt-to-nominal GDP ratios, by country1)
(times)

(as of end-2007)

(times)

1.4

(times)
1.4

1.2

1.2

1.0

1.0

0.8

Korea: 0.76

(times)

1.2

1.2
AU
US
UK

0.9

0.9
ES

0.8

OECD average: 0.70

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

KR
JP

0.6

0.0

0.3

0.6

0.3
97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08
Sources : Flow of funds and national accounts statistics in the
countries concerned

DK NL CH AU US UK IE PT ES NO KR SE JP DE AT EE FI FR GR BE IT HU SK CZ PL
Note: 1) Figures for the Czech Republic and Poland are taken from the end of 2006.
Sources : OECD, EUROSTAT

DK: Denmark, NL: Netherlands, CH: Switzerland, AU: Australia, US: United States, UK: United Kingdom, IE: Ireland, PT: Portugal, ES: Spain, NO: Norway, KR: Korea, SE: Sweden,
JP: Japan, DE: Germany, AT: Austria, EE: Estonia, FI: Finland, FR: France, GR: Greece, BE: Belgium, IT: Italy, HU: Hungary, SK: Slovakia, CZ: Czech Republic, PL: Poland

This ratio has continued to rise in Korea as well, in

Relationships between household debt and housing price1) levels
(times)

line with an increase in household loans, particularly
mortgage loans. As of the end of 2007, it stood at
(and 11th highest among the 25 OECD countries).
However, it still remains at a relatively low level
compared to those in the US and the UK, where the
mortgage delinquency rates are high. Amid the strict
application of LTV (loan-to-value) regulations on
mortgage loans, taking the level of housing prices into
accounti) Korean household leverage actually remains

DK

SE DE

0.8
0.6 EE

FI

Mean line 2)

AU
US

ES

1.0

0.4

NL

CH

1.2
Household debt/GDP

0.76, a little higher than the OECD average of 0.70

Group of countries with high debt levels

1.4

IE

NO

KR

JP
AT
FR
BL
IT

GR
PL
HU
0.2 SK
CZ
CA
MX
0.0
500
1000 1500

Group of countries with low debt levels

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
Housing prices
(US$)
Notes: 1) Monthly 3-room apartment rents in major cities (2006)
Notes: 2) Average level of household debt in OECD countries, given the
housing price
Sources : Flow of funds and national accounts statistics in the countries
concerned, IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook

at a level lower than the OECD average.
i) There is generally a positive relationship between housing prices and the level of household debt, as high housing prices lead to
increased borrowing for housing purchases. A regression line was thus plotted concerning the relationship between the level of
household debt-to-nominal GDP and housing prices(see the chart on the right), and the level of household debt was then appraised on
the basis of this.
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In most countries the ratio of business debt to nominal GDP, which indicates the degree of business leverage,
showed a steady rise in the 2000s on the back of the long-term economic boom, although there were some
exceptions including Japan. In Korea, business leverage fell as a result of the efforts to improve financial
structures after the 1997 financial crisis, but has risen since 2005, due to a sizeable increase in loans taken out
by SMEs. As of the end of 2007, the ratio stood at 0.96, also a little higher than the OECD average(0.92) (and
12th among the 25 OECD countries).
Business debt-to-nominal GDP ratio trends

Business debt-to-nominal GDP ratios, by country1)
(as of end-2007)
(times)

(times)

(times)

1.6
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0.0
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Note: 1) Figures for the Czech Republic, Switzerland and Poland are taken from the end of 2006.
Sources: OECD, EUROSTAT
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countries concerned

The ratio of debt to equity capital in Korea, which represents the debt repayment ability of individual
businesses, has dropped steadily to a level close to 100% in

Comparison of business debt ratios1)2)

the post-financial crisis period, a favorable situation.

(%)

(%)

500

500

As for government leverage (i.e. government debt/nominal

400

400

GDP), which is used as an indicator of fiscal operation

300

300

flexibility, it remains stable in most countries except Japan,

DE

200

200

which directed much fiscal expenditure toward coping with
its long-term recession in the 1990s. While Korea has

100

recorded a continuing modest rise in this ratio, it still stood at

0

only 0.29 at the end of 2007, one of the lowest levels among
24 OECD countries.
(as of end-2007)

(times)

2.0

(times)
2.0

(times)

2.0

2.0
JP

1.5

1.0

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

OECD average: 0.75
0.5

Korea: 0.29

0.0
JP IT GR BE HU FR PT DE US AT NO PL NL CH SE UK ES FI CZ SK DK KR IE AU
Note: 1) Based on general government gross financial liabilities
Source: OECD Economic Outlook
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100

0
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Notes : 1) Debt/Equity capital
Notes : 2) All industrial sectors (manufacturing in the case of the US)
Sources : Financial statement analyses in countries concerned

Government debt1)-to-nominal GDP ratio trends

Government debt1)-to-nominal GDP ratios, by country
(times)

US
KR
JP

US
UK
ES
KR
AU

0.5

0.0
97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08
Note : 1) Based on general government gross financial liabilities
Source : OECD Economic Outlook
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<Figure I- 21>

3. Debt servicing capacity of the
business sector

Operating income-to-sales ratio trends
(%)

(%)

12

All-industry average

Large businesses

SMEs

12

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

5.9%, down 0.7% points from the year before due to

0

0

sluggish demand caused by the global recession and

(Profitability declines)

2002

2004

2006

2008

Listed firms13) saw a decline in their profitability In
2008. Their operating income-to-sales ratio stood at

drops in product prices. Their net income-to-sales ratio

Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

fell by 3.5% points, to 2.5%, amid increased foreign

<Figure I- 22>

exchange-related losses caused by depreciation of the

Net income-to-sales ratio trends

Korean won.

(%)

(%)

10

Large businesses

All-industry average

SMEs

10

8

8

In terms of business size, there were little differences

6

6

between large businesses and small and medium-sized

4

4

enterprises (SMEs). Large businesses, particularly

2

2

0

0

-2

-2

demand, i.e. globalized businesses specializing in

-4

-4

electro-electronics and transportation equipment14) and

-6

construction businesses heavily dependent on overseas

-6
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

those directly hit by the shrinkage in world market

work, saw drops in their operating income-to-sales and
net income-to-sales ratios.

<Figure I- 23>
Comparison of operating income-to-sales ratios between
export-oriented and domestic market-oriented businesses
(%)

(%)

12

12
Domestic market-oriented
large businesses

10
8

4
2

8

Export-oriented large
businesses

6

10

13) Those listed on the Korea Exchange and settling accounts in
December (based on KIS-Value data as of March 31, 2009), with
financial institutions excluded
14) In 2008, overall operating income for large businesses showed an
increase. However, operating income for the top 20 companies (based
on sales), which accounts for about half of total operating income,
showed a decrease.

6

Operating income of large businesses1)
(trillion won, %)

4

Domestic market-oriented
SMEs

2006
Export-oriented SMEs

0

0
2002

2003

2004

2005

Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

2007(A)

2008(B)

2

2006

2007

2008

rate of increase
(B/A)

Top 20

24.4(55.7)

26.2(52.6)

26.1(48.8)

-0.4

Others

19.4(44.3)

23.6(47.4)

27.4(51.2)

16.1

Note: 1) Figures in parentheses are percentage shares of large businesses’ total operating
income (%)
Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea
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<Figure I- 24>

As for SMEs, export businesses in particular recorded

Distribution of net interest coverage ratios
(%)

Large businesses

SMEs

increases in their operating income-to-sales ratios but
(%)

sharp drops in their net income-to-sales ratios due to

100

100

80

80

the Korean won and sharply increased derivative

60

60

transaction losses15). It will not be easy for businesses to

40

40

recover their profitability soon, as the current

20

20

0

0

losses on foreign debt valuation caused by weakness of

worldwide recession is likely to last for some time to
come.
2002

2004

Operating loss

2006

2008 2002

2004

Less than 100%

2006

2008

However, the number of businesses suffering operating

Higher than 100%

Excess of interest income over interest expenses

losses decreased. Thus, the shares of those with net

Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

interest coverage ratios16) of less than 100%, which

<Figure I- 25>

indicates inability to cover net financial expenses with

Stockholders’ equity-to-total assets and debt ratios
Sockholders’ equity-to-total assets ratio
(Large businesses)
(%)
Sockholders’ equity-to-total assets ratio
120
(SMEs)
Debt ratio (Large businesses)
Debt ratio (SMEs)
100

(%)
120
100

operating income, showed a modest drop from the year
before - both among SMEs (43.9% in 2007 → 42.3% in
2008) and among large businesses (21.1% → 20.2%).

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

external shocks, such as the stockholders’ equity-to-

0

total assets ratio and the debt ratio, worsened. This was

0
2002

2004

2006

2008

Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

(Worsening of financial statuses and cash flows)
Financial status indicators of the ability to withstand

because stockholders’ equity increases remained small
owing to the declining business profitability and

<Figure I- 26>

stagnation in paid-in capital increase,17) while external

Current and cash flow coverage ratios
(%)
200

Current ratio, large businesses (LHS)
Current ratio, SMEs (LHS)
Cash flow coverage ratio, large businesses (RHS)
Cash flow coverage ratio, SMEs (RHS)

borrowings increased drastically during the same
period. Moreover, this situation occurred even despite

(%)
400

large revaluation profits due to a change in the
accounting system.18) The debt ratio of large businesses

160

300

120

200

100

80

0

40
2002
2004
Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

2006

2008

15) In 2008, SME losses associated with foreign exchange and
derivatives stood at 2 trillion won, a drastic increase from 44 billion
won the previous year.
16) Net interest coverage ratio = Operating income / (Interest expenses Interest income)
17) In 2008, the amount of paid-in capital increase of listed businesses
(excluding financial businesses) stood at 3.4 trillion won, a drastic
decrease from that the preceding year (8.8 trillion won).
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<Figure I- 27>

exceeded 100% (102.5%) for the first time in the post-

Cash flow indicators of large businesses

60

2003 period, as a result of increases in M&A-related

(%) Businesses with cash flow coverage
(%)
ratios of 100 or higher
Businesses with cash flow

borrowings and corporate bond issuance.
60

interest coverage ratios
below 100

40

The short-term solvency of businesses is considered to
40

have weakened, owing to the worsening of cash flows
from operating activities amid the drastic increase in

20

20

short-term borrowings. The liquidity ratios for both
large businesses and SMEs have dropped, due to sharp

0

0
2002

2004

2006

2008

increases in foreign debt when translated into the weak
Korean won. The cash flow coverage ratio19) has

Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

dropped sharply, particularly for large businesses
owing to their weakening ability to generate cash from

<Figure I- 28>

operating activities under the impact of increases in

Cash flow indicators of SMEs

inventory assets and receivables.
(%)

(%)
60

60
Businesses with cash flow
interest coverage ratios
Businesses with cash flow
below 100
coverage ratios of 100 or higher

Looking at cash flows according to company size, large
40

40

businesses showed more deteriorated cash flows than
SMEs in 2008. The number of large businesses with
cash flow coverage ratios of 100% or higher, meaning

20

20

their cash flows from operating activities exceeded
their short-term borrowings and interest expenses,
0

0
2002

2004

Sources: KIS-Value, Bank of Korea

2006

2008

decreased drastically. The number of such businesses
with cash flow interest coverage ratios20) of less than
100%, indicating insufficient cash flows for covering
of interest expenses, increased. As for SMEs, those
with cash flow coverage ratios of 100% or above
showed a situation similar to that of large businesses.

18) Accounting standards were amended (with application first to
businesses settling accounts at the end of 2008) so that, after
revaluation of tangible assets based on their fair value, revaluation
profits are now recognized in the capital account and revaluation
losses in the income statement. Revaluation profits for businesses
settling accounts at the end of 2008 stood at 13.4 trillion won.
19) Cash flow coverage ratio = (Net cash from operations + Interest
expenses) / (Short-term borrowings + Interest expenses)
20) Cash flow interest coverage ratio = (Net cash from operations +
Interest expenses) / Interest expenses
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The share of those with cash flow interest coverage
ratios below 100%, however, maintained a level similar
to that of 2007.
While the financial liabilities of companies increased,
their profitability and financial statuses worsened, and
their abilities to generate cash from business activities
declined. Companies’ debt servicing capacities are thus
considered to have weakened. The financial conditions
of globally operating large businesses have been worst
affected, but they have as yet not shown indications of
panic concerning overall operations. However, the
shocks from the global financial unease and recession
are spreading further, and there is thus a possibility of
increased bankruptcies due to falling debt servicing
capacities for companies whose profits and financial
structures remain weak.
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4. Real estate market
<Figure I- 29>

(Downward trend in housing prices)

Apartment transaction price indices and trading volume
(Dec. 2008 = 100)
120

(10,000 units)
25
Nationwide apartment
transaction price index
(LHS)
20

Seoul apartment
transaction price index
(LHS)

100
80

15
Nationwide trading volume
(RHS)

60

Housing prices have shown a downward trend since
October 2008, due to the worsening of income
conditions caused by the economic slump and to
contracted buyer sentiment stemming from
expectations of further price declines. Nationwide

10

apartment transaction prices, after a rising 0.6% in the

40
20
0
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

5

third quarter of 2008, switched to fall 1.5% in the

0

fourth quarter of 2008 and 1.2% in the first quarter of

2009

2009 (changes from the last months of the previous

Sources: Kookmin Bank, Korea Land Corporation

periods). In reflection of this drop in prices, the volume
of apartment transactions has decreased considerably
since the second half of 2008.21)

<Table I- 3>
Apartment price fluctuation by region1)
(%)
Feb. 2005
~
Mar. 2007 Year

Q3

Q4

0.6

-1.5

Q4. 2008
~
Q1.2009
Q1. 2009
-1.2

-2.7

Housing price movements have continued to vary in
accordance with the region concerned. The Bubble
Seven areas22), which led the upward trend during the

Nationwide

22.4

Metropolitan area

37.3

2.9

0.6

-2.6

-1.8

-4.4

Gangnam, Seoul

47.0

-1.9

-0.2

-3.7

-1.1

-4.7

Gangbuk, Seoul

28.0

9.4

0.7

-1.8

-1.7

-3.4

"Bubble Seven"
areas2)

58.4

-7.4

-1.0

-6.1

-1.9

-7.8

decline than the other areas since October 2008. During

7.5

1.6

0.7

-0.1

-0.5

-0.7

the six months to March 2009, housing prices in the

Other areas

2.3

2008

Notes: 1) Percentage changes from last months of previous periods
Notes: 2) Gangnam, Seocho, Songpa, Yangcheon, Bundang, Pyeongchon and
Yongin
Source: Kookmin Bank

recent period of soaring real estate prices (February
2005 to March 2007), have shown a wider margin of

Bubble Seven areas dropped by 7.8%, compared to the
declines of 4.4% and 0.7% for the Seoul Metropolitan
area and the provinces, respectively.
Downward pressures in the housing market are
expected to continue in the months ahead, influenced

21) In the first two months of 2009, the monthly volume of apartment
transactions stood at 52,000, down considerably compared to the
2008 monthly average of 71,000, and a record low since January 2001
(35,000).
22) This refers to Gangnam, Seocho, Songpa and Yangcheon in Seoul
and Bundang, Pyeongchon and Yongin outside of Seoul.
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<Figure I- 30>

by the slowdown in activity and the backlog of

Apartment lease deposit indices
110

(Dec. 2008 = 100)

unallocated apartments23). Given the easing of real-

(Dec. 2008 = 100)

110

estate related regulations and expansion of liquidity
supply, there is nevertheless seen to be a latent

100

100

possibility of prices climbing, particularly in some
Nationwide

90

90

80

80

areas where profits from development and rising prices
are expected.

Seoul
70

70

60
2001

60

The level of apartment lease deposit fees has shown a
2003

2005

2007

2009

declining trend since the fourth quarter of 2008,
reflecting a decreased demand to move to new homes

Source: Kookmin Bank

and an increase in newly-built apartment supply.
Considering the large number of apartments24) that will
come onto the market in the Gangnam (southern Seoul)
area and new cities, this declining trend will persist for
the time being. However, housing demolition related to
<Figure I- 31>

redevelopment projects in certain regions may drive the
1)

Land price fluctuation by region
(%)

prices of small size homes there up.
(%)

4

4

2

2

0

0

-2

-2

There are worries about a deterioration in financial
institutions’ soundness caused by the weakening of

Nationwide
Gyeonggi
Chungnam
Seoul

-4
-6
-8
2005

2006

2007

2008

Note: 1) Percentage changes from previous quarters
Source: Korea Land Corporation

households’ debt servicing capacity amid the drop in
housing prices. However, as loan-to-value (LTV) ratio

-4

regulation has been applied strictly to mortgage loans,

-6

it appears that financial institutions will be to a

-8

considerable extent able to absorb the losses from these

2009

loans, even if housing prices continue to fall.25)

23) For details, refer to <Box I-3> ‘Appraisal of housing price level’.
24) The expected number of newly-built apartments becoming available
in 2009 is 11,000, similar to their long-term average for the
2000-2007 period but lower than the exceptionally high level of
32,000 in 2008.
25) The drastic drop in housing prices may lead to an increase in
non-performing mortgage loans and drops in the collateral value of
those loans. Financial institutions may therefore incur losses due to
the lower amounts recovered in auctions to liquidate the related
NPLs. However, it is judged that even in the case of a 20% fall in
housing prices, most financial institutions can cover such losses with
their net profits.
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<Figure I- 32>

(Decline in land prices)

Land price fluctuation by land usage1)
(%)

(%)

4

4

2

2

Similar to the case with housing prices, land prices have
shown a (quarter-on-quarter) declining trend since the

0
-2

Commercial zones

Industrial zones

Green zones

Agricultural/forest zones

Administrative zones

Residential zones

fourth quarter of 2008. Specifically, after rising 2.7% in

0

the first half of 2008 and 1.2% in the third quarter, they

-2

fell 4.1% in the fourth quarter.

-4

-4

By region, land prices in the Seoul Metropolitan area,
-6
2005

2006

2007

-6
2009

2008

which had previously led the trend of rising prices, have
fallen more sharply than those outside the Seoul

Note: 1) Percentage changes from previous quarters

Metropolitan area. The rate of decrease in the Seoul
Metropolitan area has outpaced the nationwide average
by a wide margin.

<Figure I- 33>
Seoul office lease deposit index and vacancy rate
(1Q.2001 = 100)
130
Lease deposit index
(LHS)

120

By usage, land prices in commercial, industrial and

(%)
7

residential zones have recorded sharper drops than those

6

in other zones, apparently due to the impact of the

5

economic recession.

4
110
3

Vacancy rate
(RHS)

2

100

(Slowdown in commercial real estate prices)

1
90
2001

0
2002

2003

2004

Source: Korea Appraisal Board

2005

2006

2007

2008

After having continued to fall since 2006, the office
vacancy rate in Seoul turned around to rise modestly in
the third quarter of 2008. This turnaround appeared to
be due to a lessening of demand amid the recession,
despite the decrease in supply of space. The vacancy
rate is forecast to continue to rise in 2009, owing to
decreasing demand caused by the recession.
The rise of commercial real estate prices has slowed
since the second half of 2008, in reflection of the
shrinking demand. Lease deposit fees for offices in
Seoul plummeted from growth of 4.9% in the first half
of 2008 to a 0.8% increase in the second half, and this
trend of slowdown is expected to persist for the time
being.
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<Box I - 3>

Appraisal of housing price level
Korean housing prices have risen about three times in value over the last decade, but have shown a declining
trend since October 2008. It is possible that this downward trend may continue amid the recession in the real
economy and the global drop in housing prices.
Changes in real estate prices are characterized by asymmetric effects and have a more significant impact on the
economy in downturns than in upturns. A drop in housing prices during a recession, when the debt servicing
capacities of households and corporations are weakened, may lead to a deterioration in household or corporate
loan soundness and impair financial system stability.
In the following, the level of housing prices in Korea is appraised with regard to ability to purchase (personal
income or GDP) and value in use (lease deposit or monthly rent fees), in an attempt to assess the prevailing
financial stability conditions in Korea. There is of course a limitation in trying to judge the appropriateness of
housing prices through accurate appraisal of their fundamental value, but it is still possible to a certain extent to
evaluate the housing price level based upon such indicators.
Considered against ability to purchase, housing prices have remained at a level close to their long-term average
since 2005 nationwide, while staying higher than their long-term average in Seoul. The ratio of housing
transaction prices to nominal GDPi) in Seoul, although it fell temporarily in 2004 owing to the government’s
intensive measures to counter real estate speculation, has continued to climb as a result of the rise in housing
prices outpacing the rate of increase in nominal GDP since 2001. As of the end of 2008, the ratio remained at a
level 61.2% higher than its lowest point in 2001 (0.62 times) and 25% higher than its average (0.8 times)
during the period of analysis (1995~2008).
Ratio of nationwide housing prices to nominal GDP1)
(times)

(2008.4/4=100)

1.4
1.2

Ratio of housing prices in Seoul to nominal GDP1)

Nationwide apartment transaction
price index/GDP (LHS)

(times)
120

1.4

100

1.2

80

1.0

(2008.4/4=100)
120
Seoul apartment transaction
price index (RHS)

80

1.0

60
0.8
0.6

60
0.8

40
Nationwide apartment transaction price
index (RHS)

0.4
1995
1998
2001
2004
Note: 1) Dotted line indicates the mean for period
Sources: Kookmin Bank, Bank of Korea

100

40
Seoul apartment transaction
price index/GDP (LHS)

20

0.6

0

0.4
1995
1998
2001
2004
Note: 1) Dotted line indicates the mean for period
Sources: Kookmin Bank, Bank of Korea

2007

20
0

2007

i) As a proxy for the housing prices related to the ability to purchase, the nationwide and Seoul apartment transaction price indices (100 in
December 2008) are divided by an index (100 in Q4 2008), based on seasonally adjusted nominal GDP series. The same methodology
was used for the figures for the US and the UK
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Looking at the US (concerning 10 major cities), the ratio has come down sharply with the decline in housing
prices since 2006. As of end-2008, it remained at a level a little higher than that (0.85 times) at its lowest point
in 1997, but below the average (1.11 times) for the analysis period. The ratio for the UK (nationwide) comes
close to its long-term average, after having dropped in the second half of 2008 when the global financial crisis
spread widely.
Ratio of US housing prices to nominal GDP
1.6

(times)

(2008.4/4=100)

Housing price index1)/GDP
(LHS)

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8

Housing price index1)
(RHS)

0.6
0.4
1995

1998

2001

2004

Ratio of UK housing prices to nominal GDP
(times)

180

1.4

160

1.2

140

1.0

120

0.8

100

0.6

80

0.4

60

0.2

40

0.0
1995

2007

(2008.4/4=100)

Housing price index/GDP
(LHS)

160
140
120
100
80

Housing price index
(RHS)

60
40
20

1998

2001

2004

2007

Note: 1) Dotted line indicates the mean for period
Sources: Nationwide Building Society, Bloomberg

Note: 1) Based on the Case-Shiller (10 major cities) index
Note: 2) Dotted line indicates the mean for period
Source: Bloomberg

When housing prices are appraised based upon their value
in use, those in Seoul appear overestimated while prices

Ratio of apartment transaction prices to lease deposits
(times)

(times)

3.0

3.0

nationwide remain at a stable level. The ratio of
2.5

transaction prices to lease deposits, which can be
regarded as value in use, reached 2.6 times in Seoul by

2.0

March 2009, far higher than the long-term average for the

1.5

2.5

Seoul

2.0
1.5
Nationwide

1999~2008 period of 2.0 times. Nationwide, however, the

1.0
1.0
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
Note: 1) Dotted lines indicate means for Seoul and the nation,
respectively, for period.
Source: Kookmin Bank

figure showed a modest rise in the post-2001 period,
running a little over its long-term average.
Looked at in terms of ability to purchase and value in use,

Unallocated housing backlog trends

after their continued large-scale rise in 2001 Seoul

2006

2007

(Units)
2008

housing prices now appear to be under pressure to fall.

Seoul

529

454

2,486

With the addition of dampening factors, such as the

Gyeonggi

3,769

13,643

22,795

(Goyang)

(12)

(556)

(5,360)

worsening household income situation amid the recession

(Yongin)

(-)

(-)

(4,500)

and the backlog of unsold apartments, the possibility

Incheon

426

527

1,647

4,724

14,264

26,928

cannot be ruled out of Korean housing prices continuing
to fall considerably for an extended time, as in the US and
UK. However, housing price declines will be restrained

Seoul Metropolitan area
Outside Seoul Metropolitan area

69,048

97,630

138,671

Nationwide

73,772

112,254

165,599

Note: 1) Year-end basis
Source: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs

by some factors, such as the increased liquidity in the
market, improvements of borrowing conditions of prospective house purchasers amid the low interest rate
environment, and the series of government measures to loosen the past regulations against real estate
speculation.
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Ⅱ. Stability of the financial market
<Figure II- 1>

1. Lending market

Corporate lending trends
(trillion won)
Changes in corporate lending by
banks (LHS)
Changes in corporate lending by
50
non-bank institutions (LHS)
Overall corporate lending
40
growth rate (RHS)
30

(%)
15

60

12

(Corporate lending growth slows and credit
9

discrimination surges markedly)

6
20
3

Corporate lending increased by 129.1 trillion won in

0

2008, similar to the scale during the preceding year

-3

(126.6 trillion won). There were big differences

10
0
-10
1H 2004 2H 1H 2005 2H 1H 2006 2H 1H 2007 2H 1H 2008 2H
Source: Bank of Korea

between the two halves of the year, however. While
corporate lending jumped by a half-year record 77.0

<Figure II- 2>

trillion won in the first half, as the impacts of the global

Bank lending trends by company size
(trillion won)
40

(trillion won)
40

Changes in loans to large corporations
Changes in loans to SMEs

financial market instability strengthened the trend of
credit risk aversion in the second half the scale of

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0

increase contracted to 52.1 trillion won, and there was
a marked surge in credit discrimination.
By company size, loans to SMEs, which have been
relatively vulnerable to the crisis, slowed drastically,

-10
1H 2004 2H 1H 2005 2H 1H 2006 2H 1H 2007 2H 1H 2008 2H
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

-10

upward growth track. Among overall loans to SMEs,

<Figure II- 3>

the share of loans extended to borrowers with high

Composition of bank SME loans by credit rating
(%)

credit ratings increased rapidly, while that of loans to

(%)
70

70

while those to large corporations remained on a high

grades 1~4
60

60

50

50

40

40

low-grade borrowers fell, reflecting their worsened
borrowing conditions. In the early months of 2009,
however, lending to SMEs increased mildly, boosted
by policy initiatives including the active expansion of
guarantees by credit guarantee institutions.

grades 5~6
30
2007.7

30
2008.1

7

2009.1

Note: 1) Based on five domestic banks (Kookmin, Shinhan, Hana,
IBK and Nonghyup)
Note: 1) Based on newly-extended SME loans
Note: 2) Borrowers divided into ten grades, in terms of credit rating;
Figure indicates share in overall loans of loans to borrowers
assigned grades 1~4 and grades 5~6
Source: Bank of Korea

By industrial sector1), the growth of loans to the
wholesale and retail, restaurants and hotels, and
construction and real estate sectors, which are
relatively sensitive to business cycles, slowed sharply,
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<Figure II- 4>

while loans to the manufacturing industry meanwhile

Corporate loan interest rate trends
(%)

showed solid growth.
(%)

14

14

Bank interest rates on corporate loans (newly-extended

Mutual savings bank bill discount rates
12

12

10

10

basis) headed upward with market rates until October
2008, before falling in the ensuing period owing to the
Bank SME loan rates

8

8

Bank large corporate loan rates
6

6

4

4
CD yields

2
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2
2009

supply by the Bank of Korea. In contrast, bill discount
rates of mutual savings banks, used normally by
borrowers with low credit ratings, showed only a slight
drop, indicating more clearly pronounced credit

Source: Bank of Korea

discrimination in terms of loan interest rates as well.

<Figure II- 5>
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If the credit supply of financial institutions shrinks
excessively3) in this correction, it may put a damper on
recovery of the real economy as more businesses have

<Figure II- 6>

difficulty in securing funds. However it seems that the
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Note: 1) Guarantees outstanding of Korea Credit Guarantee Fund and
Korea Technology Credit Guarantee Fund
Sources: Korea Credit Guarantee Fund, Korea Technology Credit
Guarantee Fund

2008

1st half

2nd half

1st half

2nd half

1st half

2nd half

Manufacturing

4.3

3.8

11.8

5.4

12.4

11.0

Wholesale and retail,
restaurants and hotels

5.1

5.9

11.2

7.6

11.0

2.7

18.2

14.3

20.8

16.0

13.5

3.0

Construction and real estate

36

2007

Source: Bank of Korea

2) The ‘corporate lending gap’ refers to the difference between the ratio
of the corporate lending balance with respect to nominal GDP, and its
trend value (obtained through HP filtering).
3) Pro-cyclical financial regulations, which cause lending capacity to
decline in times of economic downturn, are also a relevant factor. For
further information on this topic, see <Box Ⅱ-1> “Financial regulation
procyclicality and methods of its mitigation”
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measures taken, including the active expansion of
guarantees by credit guarantee institutions and the
<Figure II- 7>

recapitalization4) efforts by banks and the government,
Household lending trends

will have a positive effect in moderating the shrinkage
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25.4 trillion won in the second half) in 2008. By type
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of lending institution, household loans extended by
non-bank financial institutions such as mutual credits
and insurance companies rose 28.0 trillion won, more
than those from banks which increased 24.9 trillion

<Figure II- 8>

won.

Bank household lending trends
(trillion won)
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By type of loan, housing finance loans supplied by
banks continued to record relatively high increases, on
the back of the market entry of some newly built large-
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sized apartment complexes as well as the government’s
steps to ease the related regulations. Those made by
non-bank institutions have posted slowing rates of
growth, however, due to some borrowers’ switching to

1H 2004 2H 1H 2005 2H 1H 2006 2H 1H 2007 2H 1H 2008 2H

banks5) since the fourth quarter of 2008. Other loans,

Source: Bank of Korea

including credit-based loans extended by banks, have
shrunk dramatically as a result of tightened risk
management. Loans by non-bank institutions have
4) In 2008, domestic banks raised their BIS-based capital by around 21.5
trillion won through capital increases and issuance of hybrid and
subordinated bonds. The government and the Bank of Korea set up a
「Bank Recapitalization Fund」, to consist of a maximum 20 trillion
won, and supplied 3,956 billion won of this on March 31, 2009.
5) The shift was mainly attributable to bank loan rates becoming much
lower than those of non-bank institutions entering the fourth quarter.
Another contributing factor was the increased lending capacity, due to
the easing of LTV regulations following revocation of the designation
of “speculative zones” (excluding three zones in Gangnam, Seoul) in
November 2008.
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<Figure II- 9>

meanwhile continued to increase, especially those to
borrowers facing difficulties in using banks. This

Household loan interest rate trends
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tandem with CD interest rates for most of 2008, but
shifted to rapid downward trends from November on.
Interest rates on general loans by non-bank institutions
such as mutual credits and credit unions fell only
slightly, however, seemingly due to the increased risk
premiums applied to borrowers with low credit ratings
and the slow drop in deposit rates, which set the
standard for loan rates.
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<Box II - 1>

Financial regulation procyclicality and methods of its mitigation
Financial institutions increase the amplitude of the economic cycle by boosting lending in upturns and cutting
it back in downturns. Such procyclicality can be further amplified by financial regulations of the supervisory
authorities intended to enhance financial institutions’ soundness. Recently, there have been discussions
concerning the need for improvements in the financial regulatory systems, with financial institutions’
procyclical behaviors pointed to as a factor causing financial problems. Here, we examine the detailed process
by which financial regulations increase procyclicality, and discuss possible methods of mitigating it.
(Procyclicality of financial regulations)
The discussions on financial regulations that amplify procyclicality are focused chiefly on the credit and
market risks of individual financial institutions, including regulations on capital and loan loss provisions and
fair value accounting and leverage.i)
① Capital requirements and procyclicality
The financial supervisory authorities require financial institutions to maintain levels of capital higher than a
given percentage of their risk-weighted assets, so that they may absorb unexpected losses. The Basel I capital
requirements set fixed risk weights for borrowers, while Basel II adopts variable risk weights in accordance
with individual borrowers’ credit ratings, so that capital requirements more accurately reflect financial
institutions’ credit risks. In upturns, therefore, when borrowers’ credit risks fall, an institution’s BIS ratio rises
in tandem with the lowered risk weight, and this results in an increase in lending capability. In downturns the
situation is however reversed.
② Loan loss provisions and procyclicality
The financial supervisory authorities require financial institutions to set aside loan loss provisions against
expected losses on their loans. The argument that loan loss provisions amplify procyclicality is similar to that
explained above concerning capital requirements. Financial institutions’ lending capabilities increase in
upturns and decrease in downturns, because they recognize expected losses as low in upturns, when default
rates fall, and as high in downturns.
③ Fair value accounting, leverage adjustment and procyclicality

i) The Financial Stability Forum has pointed to 1) capital requirements, 2) loan loss provision regulations, 3) fair value accounting and
leverage, and 4) financial institutions’ compensation schemes, as factors increasing procyclicality.
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price decline. Such procyclicality amplified by fair value accounting and leverage adjustment may be further
heightened because of financial institutions’ underestimating of risk in upturns and increasing their leverage,
while decreasing it during downturns.
(Methods of procyclicality mitigation)
To mitigate financial regulation procyclicality, it is necessary to restrict the excessive expansion of balance
sheets and introduce counter-cyclical financial regulations, including dynamic capital and loan loss
provisioning requirements, keeping in mind that risks originate in upturns.
① Dynamic capital requirements
In order to mitigate the procyclicality of the Basel II capital requirements, we may consider dynamic capital
that in good times sets aside i) more minimum capital in Pillar 1 and ii) a capital buffer in Pillar 2, for use in
bad times.ii)
First, in order to set aside dynamic minimum capital, risk factors including default probability and market
price volatility, that form the basis for calculating the credit/market risk weights, should be estimated based on
a TTC (through-the-cycle) method, in consideration of the economic cycle. However, this method has
drawbacks: risk weights run counter to the principle of Basel II, that intends to foster sensitive responses to the
risks of borrowers and markets, while predetermination of economic cycles may also be difficult.
Second, a capital buffer is not only allowed in Pillar 2 of Basel II, but easy to manage and supervise. It is for
instance possible to adopt a built-in stabilizer to restrict the expansion of balance sheets in good times, such
that if assets increase more rapidly than their long-term average rate or the nation’s GDP growth rate, the
capital buffer increases in tandem. This measure is easy to understand and less susceptible to the arbitrariness
of discretionary decisions and political pressures, as it goes by the rules.
② Adoption of dynamic loan loss provisioning
Dynamic provisioning has the characteristic of increasing in upturns and decreasing in downturns, while
existing provisioning has the opposite characteristic. If total loan loss provisions are maintained at a certain
level, regardless of the economic cycle, the procyclicality associated with loan loss provisioning regulations
can be mitigated. However, the setting aside of dynamic loan loss provisions may result in

ii) On March 19, 2009, the Financial Services Authority of the UK proposed in the Turner Review of financial regulations adoption of a
counter-cyclical capital buffer, that in good times increases capital requirements above the minimum level (equivalent to a Tier 1 ratio
of 4%), and in bad times can be drawn down.
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over/underestimation of the value of loans and mislead about the true volatility of a bank’s profits in its
financial statement, causing a deterioration in financial statement transparency.
③ Restrictions on fair value accounting and regulation of leverage
When market prices deviate excessively from their long-term trends, in order to mitigate the procyclicality
caused by fair value accounting regulators may require financial institutions to withhold reflection of excessive
market price volatility from their balance sheets, by not recognizing such market prices as being fair value.iii)
Regulators may also consider implementing fair value accounting for the purpose of strengthening market
discipline among investors, while ruling its use out in the calculation of financial institutions’ regulatory
capital.
It is necessary to apply regulations in such a way that
leverage ratios are lowered during upturns and raised

Dynamic loan loss provisioning
(%)

upturns

downturns

during downturns, thus limiting any attempts by financial
institutions to search for yields by underestimating risks
during upturns. Specifically, regulations may be applied so
that the leverage ratio moves inversely to asset values,
considering that the volatility of asset prices increases as
financial institutions expand/reduce their leverage in

Total loan loss provisions
Provisions under current regulations
Dynamic countercyclical provisions

(time)

tandem with a rise/drop in asset values.
Along with the aforementioned methods of mitigating the procyclicality of financial regulations, we should
consider measures for managing financial institutions’ liquidity to make such methods work effectively. The
current regulation of financial institutions’ liquidity ratios does not cover off-balance sheet transactions, nor
does it take the availability of assets or the rollover risk of liabilities into account. To solve this problem, a riskweighted liquidity ratio may be used by assigning a weighted value of liquidity risk to each on/off-balance
sheet asset and liability of a financial institution. Regarding the criteria for the weights, in addition to
remaining maturity we may adopt, for times of financial distress, recoverability and market value for assets and
extendability at maturity for liabilities. Emerging market economies that rely heavily on foreign currency
funds, in particular, need to adopt and manage risk-weighted foreign currency liquidity ratios.

iii) On September 30, 2008, the US Government announced a regulation easing the fair value accounting requirement, which allows the
use of internal valuation models instead of fair value in accounting for investment assets. Both the EU and the Japanese governments
also expanded the scopes of financial products not subject to fair value accounting, on October 15 and 16, 2008, respectively.
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2. Bond market

(Treasury bond volatility expands)
<Figure II- 10>

During the second half of 2008, yields on Treasury
1)

Treasury yield and volatility trends
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bonds (three-year) fell sharply. In particular, in
conditions of a clear preference for safe assets due to
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owing to the Bank of Korea’s cuts of its base rate and
expanded supply of liquidity. In the early weeks of
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0
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the heightened global financial turmoil following the
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2009, however, Treasury bond yields rose modestly
compared to end-2008, due to worries about a supplydemand imbalance stemming from the forecast of

Note: 1) Calculated by EWMA (exponentially weighted moving
average) method
Source: Bank of Korea

increased Treasury bond issuance. Echoing these
Treasury bond yield movements, the spread between
long- and short-term interest rates has widened
drastically in 2009, despite the bleak prospects for the
economy.
The day-to-day volatility of yields on Treasury bonds

<Figure II- 11>
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Note: 1) Moving 10-business day averages
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2008

rating)

2009

Credit spreads have differentiated in line with the credit
ratings of the bonds involved. Spreads on high-rated
corporate (AA-) and bank (AAA) bonds widened
dramatically in the fourth quarter of 2008, but
following the policy authorities’ measures to secure
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<Figure II- 12>

financial stability6) reversed rapidly to fall to
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The volume of corporate bond issuance increased to a

Note: 1) Spreads over Korean Treasury bonds (3-year)
Sources: Bank of Korea, KOSCOM

monthly average of 5.9 trillion won in the first quarter
of 2009, after averaging 1.9 trillion won per month in
the second half of 2008. This change was attributable
to the drastic increase in demand for issuance on the
<Table II- 1>

part of businesses, to secure funds to combat the
1)

2)

Volume of corporate bond issuance

deteriorating business conditions and continued

(ten billion won, %)
2008
1Q 2009
first half
Volume of issuance (A)
BBB or lower (B)
(Share, B/A)

3Q

4Q

197

194

185

585

36

30

6

23

(18.1)

(15.5)

(3.2)

(4.0)

Notes: 1) Except for bonds and P-CBOs (primary collateralized bond
obligations) issued by financial holding companies, securities
companies and credit specialized financial business companies.
Based on publicly offered corporate bonds
Notes: 2) Monthly period average basis
Sources: Bank of Korea, KOSCOM

financial market unease. For lower-rated corporate
bonds, however, the issuing businesses appeared to
suffer relatively unfavorable conditions, such as
sluggish issuance volumes and high interest fees. The
results of fund raising by non-prime businesses are
likely to fall well short of those desired until the
uncertainties shrouding the state of the financial and
real economy have been dissolved.
(Signs of net foreign buying of Korean bonds)
The outstanding balance of bonds in the Korean bond
market held by foreign investors (including local
branches of foreign banks) stood at a record 112.6
trillion won at the end of May 2008. It had decreased to

6) The measures included adding bank bonds to the range of securities
eligible as collateral for the Bank of Korea’s open market operations,
provision of funding support for securities companies, and formation of
the「Bond Market Stabilization Fund」and「Bank Recapitalization
Fund」
.
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<Figure II- 13>

85.3 trillion won by the end of January 2009, however,
following their net selling of bonds to counter liquidity
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recognition of the undervaluation of the Korean won.7)
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Meanwhile, the possibility still remains that foreign
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Notes: 1) Including bonds redeemed at maturity
Notes: 2) Including local branches of foreign banks
Sources: Financial Supervisory Service, Korea Securities Depository

investors may withdraw their Korean bond investments
again, given that the uncertainties surrounding the
global financial markets have not been dispelled.

7) It appears that the government’s February 26, 2009 announcement of
tax exemptions for foreigners investing in Treasury and Monetary
Stabilization Bonds will also provide fresh impetus to their investment
in the Korean bond market.
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<Figure II- 14>

3. Stock market
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investors’ expanded net selling following the Lehman

<Figure II- 15>
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however, including the economic crisis in East Europe
and the news of U.S. commercial banks’ poor

<Figure II- 16>

performances in February.
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from October 2008, has been generally falling lately,
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Notes: 2) Rate of recovery in stock prices:
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Notes: 2) (Price on September 12, 2008 - Lowest 2008 level)
Source: Bloomberg

8) The VIX for the KOSPI was calculated borrowing the method
developed by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE). An
increase in the VIX value indicates heightened risk aversion among
stock investors.
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<Figure II- 17>
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ratings,11) stocks of companies with lower ratings
showed greater falls in the period of stock price
decline, indicating credit differentiation in the stock
market as well. In the September 2008 to March 2009
period, stock prices of companies with strong balance

<Figure II- 18>
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trillion won between July and November 2008. This
increase was attributable to foreigners’ unloading of

<Figure II- 19>

stocks in the Korean stock market, which is relatively
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9) Based on the business day preceeding Lehman Brothers’ filing for
bankruptcy protection (i.e. September 15, 2008)
10) The rate of recovery was calculated based on the percentage of their
decline following the Lehman Brothers collapse that stock prices
recovered.
11) Of businesses listed on the Korea Exchange whose corporate bonds
are rated.
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<Figure II- 20>
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<Figure II- 21>
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exchange rate and stock prices movements has been
observed12). If foreigners continue to practice short-term

<Figure II- 22>
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12) For details, refer to <Box Ⅱ-2> ‘Analysis of recent correlation
between stock prices and exchange rates.’
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2009. The volume of equity-type fund redemption
changed little from 3.2 trillion won to 2.9 trillion won
in the corresponding period, indicating no massive
wave of redemptions following the plunge in stock
prices. The outstanding balance of equity-type funds
thus remained at the 85 trillion won level in the postOctober 2008 period.
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<Box II - 2>

Analysis of recent correlation between stock prices and exchange rates
Since the second half of 2008, a clear negative correlation between stock prices and exchange rates has
appeared. In many cases, a rise or fall in stock prices has been accompanied by the reverse movement of the
won-dollar exchange rate. In the June 2008 to March 2009 period, the rate of synchronization between stock
prices and the exchange ratei) stood at 71.7% and the coefficient of correlation between them -0.92 -- figures
higher than ever before. The causes of this phenomenon are analyzed as follows.
KOSPI and Won/Dollar exchange rate trends1)
(Won or points)

(Won or points)
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1000
500

Synchronization between KOSPI and won-dollar exchange rate

1000
Won/Dollar
exchange rate

500

0
0
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
Note: 1) The shadowed areas are periods during which stock prices
dropped.
Source: Bank of Korea, Korea Exchange

Rate of
Coefficient of
synchronization correlationt1)
55.0

-0.82

65.1

-0.68

48.0

0.43

71.7

-0.92

54.9

-0.82

Periods of July 1998 ~ December 1999
stock
October 2001 ~ March 2002
price increase April 2003 ~ May 2008

55.9

0.59

57.6

-0.87

Entire period May 1996 ~ March 2009

58.0

-0.52

Note: 1) Coefficient of correlation between stock prices and Won/Dollar
exchange rates in the relevant periods

First, the stock and exchange markets have become more

Stock price and Won/Dollar exchange rate volatility1)

sensitive to specific information, as the domestic
economic situation has worsened. When economic
uncertainties increase due to financial instability or
economic depression, investors become highly sensitive
and the volatility of price variables generally tends to
increase, even in response to a small pieces of newsii).
Since the second half of 2008, it seems that the volatilities
of both stock prices and exchange rates have increased,
amid the concerns raised about the country’s foreign

(%, annualized)

(%, annualized)

120

120

100

100
80

80
60

KOSPI volatility2)
won-dollar exchange rate volatility2)

60

40

40

20

20

0
0
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
Note: 1) The shadowed areas are periods of economic decline.
Note: 2) Volatility calculated based on EWMA (Exponentially weighted
moving average) method

exchange liquidity during the global deleveraging
process. Moreover, in the period in question foreigners’ influence on domestic stock prices and exchange rates
has also become stronger, as their transaction practices have changed somewhat.
In the June 2008 to March 2009 period, the share of stocks owned by foreigners became smaller, but the share
in total transaction value in the entire domestic market rose. Their stock transaction turnover ratio increased as

i) This refers to the proportion, in total days of transactions, of days in which stock prices rose (or fell) while the exchange rate did the
reverse .
ii) IMF, “Financial Asset Price Volatility”, GFSR, September 2003
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well,iii) showing a considerable shortening of their

Foreigners’ domestic stock transaction status
(%)

transaction cycle compared to the past. Under
Period

these circumstances, net selling (or buying) has
resulted in drops (or rises) by foreigners in stock

Periods of
economic
decline

prices and the reverse movement of exchange
rates.iv)

Periods of
economic
expansion

The closer relationship between stock prices and
exchange rates than in the past is confirmed by
causal relations analysis. A Granger causality test
shows that in most cases stock price volatility has
had a significant impact on exchange rates, while

Share in

1)

Share

Transaction

transation value2) turnover ratio3)

May 1996 ~ June 1998

‥

7.0

January 2000 ~ September 2001

‥

9.8

‥
‥

April 2002 ~ March 2003

35.6

13.2

77.6

June 2008 ~ March 2009

137.6

29.7

22.4

July 1998 ~ December 1999

‥

5.3

‥

October 2001 ~ March 2002

36.1

10.0

86.6

April 2003 ~ May 2008

37.9
4)

Entire period May 1996 ~ March 2009

36.3

23.2

95.2

17.8

98.1

4)

Notes : 1) Value held by foreigners/total market value (daily average)
Notes : 2) Transaction value of foreigners/Total transaction value (daily average)
Notes : 3)
Daily average foreigners transactions value
×100×250(days)
Notes : 3) Daily average total market value held by foreigners
Notes : 4) Calculated only for the January 2001 to March 2009 period, during which daily
statistics concerning the share held by foreigners were drawn up

movements of the exchange rate have in contrast
not influenced stock prices. Two periods of economic decline (i.e. shortly before and after 1997 and since
2008) have been the only times when exchange rate volatility has also caused volatility in stock prices. The
analysis also showed 2008 and 2009 to be the only period among those analyzed in which stock prices and
exchange rates had impacts on each other, thus demonstrating the higher correlation between the two.
Causal relationship between stock prices and the exchange rate 1) 2)
Periods of economic decline
Causal relationship

March 1996 ~
August 1998

August 2000 ~
July 2001

February 2008 ~
March 2009

○**

○*

Stock prices
⇒ Exchange rate
Exchange rate
⇒ Stock price

Periods of economic expansion

December 2002 ~
April 2005

○***

September 1998 ~
July 2000

August 2001 ~
November 2002

May 2005 ~
January 2008

○*

○*

○**

Notes: 1) The period up to April 2005 was divided into sections of economic expansion and decline, with the referenced dates officially designated by the NSO dividing them. For the
ensuing period, the estimates were based on the cyclical components of the Coincident Composite Index.
Notes: 2) ○* indicates significance level of 90%, ○** 95% and ○*** 99%.

The uncertainties concerning economic conditions at home and abroad are causing unease among economic
actors that have still not been resolved. Under such circumstances, an unexpected shock to the financial
market may cause considerable fluctuations of both stock prices and exchanges rates, which may in turn lead
to a spreading of unease over the entire financial market.

iii) In contrast, domestic investors’ transaction turnover ratio fell slightly to 202% in the June 2008 to March 2009 period, from 212%
between January 2001 and May 2008.
iv) In the June 2008 to September 2009 period, the share of total days of net stock selling by foreigners in which both stock prices and the
value of the won fell stood at 50.0%, while that of days of net foreigner stock purchases on which both stock prices and the value of the
won rose stood at 55.7%. Both figures were increases compared to the past.
May 1996 ~
June 1998

July 1998 ~
December 1999

January 2000 ~
September 2001

October 2001 ~
March 2002

April 2002 ~
March 2003

April 2003 ~
May 2008

June 2008 ~
March 2009

Share of days of net foreign selling in
which stock prices and the won’s
value dropped

32.9

32.4

46.8

30.0

29.8

27.8

50.0

Share of days of net foreign buying in
which stock prices and the won’s
value rose

22.4

39.9

39.8

41.3

22.7

40.2

55.7
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4. Foreign exchange market

(Foreign exchange supply-demand situation
improves with foreign currency funding now
friction-free)
Foreign exchange supply-demand conditions appear to

<Figure II- 23>

have improved, with both the current account and

Current and capital account trends
(USD 100 million)

capital account having turned around to post surpluses.

(USD 100 million)
100

100

0

0

The current account recorded a deficit of $6.41 billion
in 2008, but reversed to record a surplus of $2.05

Current account
-100

Capital account

-100

Current account + Capital account

a decrease in the service account deficit resulting from
-200

-200

-300
2007.1

7

2008.1

-300
2009.1

7

billion in the first two months of 2009. This was due to

Source : Bank of Korea

improvement in the travel account amid weakness of
the local currency. Another factor was the surplus in
the goods account, due to the sharp fall in imports amid
the drop in international raw materials prices and the
economic recession. After recording a net outflow of
$50.93 billion in 2008, the capital account switched to
a net inflow of $1.82 billion in the first two months of
2009. This turnaround was attributable to foreigners’
net buying of domestic securities and domestic banks’
funding through issuance of bonds in foreign countries.
Recently, foreign currency funds appear to be in steady
supply. Domestic banks’ rollover ratio for their shortterm borrowings fell below 40% in the October-

<Table II- 2>

December 2008 period, but have risen above 90% in

Spreads1) on short-term foreign borrowings of
domestic banks
(bp)
Dec. 2007

Mar. 2008

Jun.

Sep.

Dec.

Mar. 2009

31

32

43

56

193

170

Note: 1) Spreads over LIBOR, period average basis
Source: Bank of Korea

2009 with borrowing periods also being extended.
Overseas borrowing conditions remain difficult,
however, due to the continuing global credit crunch.
Spreads on short-term foreign currency borrowings of
domestic banks jumped from 30bp in early 2008 to
170bp in March 2009. Spreads on Foreign Exchange
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Stabilization Fund bonds also shot up, from 164bp at

<Figure II- 24>

the end of June 2008 to 354bp at end- March 2009, due

Spreads1) and CDS premiums on Foreign
Exchange Stabilization Fund bonds
(bp)

to the impact of a jump in premiums for bonds issued
by emerging markets.13)

(bp)

700

700

600

600

500

500

400

400

international financial market, the possibility of foreign

300

currency funding conditions worsening again remains

200

in the case of occurrence of any new shock. Under

100

these circumstances, it is judged that domestic banks

0

could improve their foreign currency liquidity

300

Spread (2013 maturity)

200
100
0
2007.1

CDS premium (5-year maturity)
7

2008.1

7

2009.1

Considering the uncertainties hovering over the

management by extending the maturities of their

Note: 1) Spreads over US Treasury bonds
Sources: Bloomberg, JP Morgan

funding sources, such as government-guaranteed longterm foreign currency bonds or covered bonds.
(Won depreciation slows and risk-adjusted
arbitrage incentives decrease)
The won-dollar exchange rate fluctuated in the 900 ~
1,000 range in the first half of 2008. From September,
however, it began to climb sharply to reach 1,570 on
March 2, 2009, amid the net outflow of foreign
currency funds due to global deleveraging. The rate

<Figure II- 25>

then fell to the level of 1,300 by the end of March, on

Won-dollar, yen-dollar and won-yen exchange rate trends

the back of easing of the international financial market

(Won/dollar, Won/100 yen)

unrest and widening of the nation’s current account

(Yen/dollar)
130

1700

surplus. The Korean Won’s value against the Japanese

Yen-dollar exchange rate
1500

120

Yen also dropped sharply from September 2008, but

1300

110

the situation has shown signs of reversal recently in

100

line with the Won’s regaining strength against the

1100

Won-dollar exchange rate

dollar.
90

900
Won-yen exchange rate
700
2007.1

80
7

Source: Bank of Korea

2008.1

7

2009.1

It appears that the inherent volatility of the Won/Dollar
option has remained at a high level since September

13) The EMBIG spread more than doubled between the end of June 2008
and the end of March 2009, from 308bp to 657bp.
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<Figure II- 26>

2008, reflecting the uncertainty in exchange rate

Implied volatility of won-dollar option1) and
spot exchange transaction volume2) trends
(%)
75

has remained stalled since decreasing sharply in

(USD 100 million)
Implied volatility of
won-dollar option
(LHS)

Spot exchange
transaction volume
(RHS)

60

fluctuations. The volume of spot exchange transactions
140

October 2008 due to shrunken investment psychology.

120

The won’s value against major world currencies is

100

likely to respond sensitively to changes in international

45

80

30

60

financial market conditions for the time being.

40
15
20
0

0
2007.1

7

2008.1

7

2009.1

Notes: 1) 3-month option basis
Notes: 2) Based on transactions via foreign exchange brokerage firms
(daily average)
Source: Bloomberg

In the swap market, swap rates have remained lower
than the domestic ─ foreign interest rate differentials.
This seems chiefly attributable to the rise in risk
premiums caused by the competition to secure dollars
in the international financial market and by concerns
about the rising credit risks of domestic financial

<Figure II- 27>

institutions. At the end of March 2009, the spread14)
1)

Arbitrage incentive trends
(bp)

between the domestic ─ foreign interest rate
(bp)
600

600
Domestic-foreign interest rate
differential - FX swap rate

450

450

300

300

150

150

differential and the swap rate stood at the high level of
284bp. However, the difference between the spread and
the CDS premium showed a minus figure, indicating
that with investment risk taken into account the
arbitrage incentive is not significant.

0

0
-150

Domestic-foreign interest rate differential
- FX swap rate - CDS premium

-300
2007.1

7

-150
-300

2008.1

7

2009.1

Note: 1) 1-year basis
Sources: Bank of Korea, Bloomberg

14) Refers to the arbitrage incentive under covered interest parity
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Ⅲ. Soundness of financial institutions
1. Soundness of banks
<Figure III- 1>
Composition of banks’ funding sources
(%)

A. Sources and uses of funds

(%)

50

50

Instant access type deposits
Wholesale funding
Time and other deposits

(Improvement in stability of funding structures)
40

40

The share of wholesale funding1) in banks’ total
30

30

funding sources appears to be declining, while that of
deposits is rising. This indicates a gradual enhancement

20
2005

20
2006

2007

2008

2009

of their funding structure stability.

Source : Banks’ call reports

Banks with high shares of wholesale funding faced
difficulties in liquidity management due to the severe
fund flow crunch in the financial market following
<Figure III- 2>

Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy protection filing in
September 2008. In response, banks concentrated on

Banks’ funding interest rates
(%)
8

attracting long-term, high-interest deposits to secure

(%)
8

1)

Time deposit interest rate
Bank bond rate1)
CD rate

liquidity. In the ensuing period market liquidity flowed
into instruments such as short-term deposits and

6

6

4

4

MMDAs, thanks to investors’ higher preference for
safe assets amid a series of the Bank of Korea
measures including cuts in its policy rate and
expansion in supply of liquidity to improve fund flow.

2
2007
Note: 1) Newly extended basis
Source: Bank of Korea

2
2008

2009

As a result, the funding positions of banks improved
greatly, contributing to a reduction in their issuance of
CDs and bank bonds. The share of wholesale in banks’
total funding fell to 28.8% by February 2009, from
32.7% in August 2008.

1) This includes bank bonds, CDs, RPs and cover bills.
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<Figure III- 3>

This trend of improvement was reflected in banks’
Banks’ funding gap

funding interest rates. Average rates on time deposits

(trillion won)
160

(%)
20

Funding gap (LHS)
Changes in won loans1) (RHS)
Changes in won deposits1) (RHS)

120

and bank bonds, after continuing to soar until October
2008, had dropped sharply to 3.24% and 3.43%,

15

80

10

40

5

0

0

respectively, by February 2009.
With the improvement in banks’ funding conditions,
the funding gap2) narrowed and the liquidity ratio
maintained a stable level, indicating decreased liquidity

-40
2005

-5
2006

2007

2008

2009

risk. As the rate of increase in banks’ loans slowed
noticeably while their deposit-taking expanded from

Note: 1) year-on-year basis
Source: Banks’ call reports

the second half of 2008, the funding gap narrowed
drastically. Banks’ won liquidity ratio,3) an indicator of
their short-term liquidity status, stood at 114% at the

<Figure III- 4>

end of February 2009, higher than the Financial

Banks’ net cash capital position ratio
(%)

Supervisory Service’s guideline (100%). This high
(%)
40

40
Average

30

30

ratio appeared to be partly attributable to the
supervisory authorities’ easing of the criteria for
regulation of the ratio4) from October 2008, to alleviate

20

20

the liquidity management burdens on banks stemming

10

10

from the international financial market unease. The net

0

0

cash capital position ratio,5) a measure of banks’ ability
to withstand liquidity risk in the medium-to long-term,

-10

-10
2006

2007

2008

Note: 1) (Long-term liabilities — Long-term assets) / Total assets
Source: Banks’ call reports

rose from 5.7% at end-June 2008 to 7.6% at the end of
the year.
(Improvement in foreign currency fund situation)
Recently, banks’ foreign currency fund situation
appears to have improved.
2) Funding gap = won loans - won deposits (demand deposits, MMDAs,
time deposits and installment savings)
3) Won liquidity ratio = assets with maturity of one month or
less/Liabilities with maturity of one month or less
4) Coverage was changed from ‘assets/liabilities with maturity up to three
months’ to ‘assets/liabilities with maturity up to one month or less’,
effective October 2008.
5) The higher its net cash capital position (an indicator developed by
Moody’s), the greater a financial institution’s ability to cope with a
liquidity squeeze.
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<Figure III- 5>

In the wake of the Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy

Average interest rate for foreign currency loans
through competitive auction
(%)

protection filing, banks’ foreign currency liquidity

(%)

conditions worsened rapidly under the impact of

7

7

6

6

5

5

as market anxieties eased with the Bank of Korea’s

4

4

supply of foreign currency liquidity and the current

3

account’s reversal to surplus, several banks succeeded

2

in issuing long-term foreign currency bonds, and

1

domestic banks’ rollover ratio for their short-term

0

borrowings rose.

3
Average interest rate
2
1
Libor (3-month)

0
2008.12

2009.1

2

3

foreign investors’ deleveraging. Afterward, however,

Source: Bank of Korea

In reflection of this situation, the average interest rate
for foreign currency loans through competitive auction
by the Bank of Korea dropped considerably, from
6.84% in December 2008 to 1.29% by March 2009.6)
The foreign currency liquidity ratio (97.7% at the end
of 2008) also stood well above the 85% level
recommended by the Financial Supervisory Service,
indicating concerns about the foreign currency liquidity
crunch to have lessened considerably.
<Figure III- 6>
Composition of banks’ fund uses
(%)

(%)
Household loans
30
1)
Short-term operations

Corporate loans
Securities

45

(Short-termism in fund operation)
Since September 2008, banks have appeared to operate
their funds on a short-term basis. Despite the
20

35

improvement in funding conditions due to the Bank of
Korea’s liquidity support and an increase in short-term

10

deposits, banks have expanded their short-term
operations in forms such as MMFs7) and RPs, while

25
2005

0
2006

2007

2008

Note: Bank deposits, call loans, RP purchases, etc.
Source: Banks’ call reports

2009

their attitudes toward lending have remained passive
owing to concerns about increased borrower credit risk.
The share of short-term in total operations thus rose by
6) The gap between rates on foreign currency loans made through
competitive auction (84-day) and Libor (3-month) dropped from 4.6%
points in early December 2008 to the 0% point level in 2009.
7) Asset investment firms’ MMF balance shot up from 62.3 trillion won
at the end of September 2008 to 122.2 trillion won by end-February
2009, with the inflows of funds from banks and businesses.
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3.2% points, from 5.4% at end-August 2008 to 8.6% by
the end of February 2009.
Non-bank financial institutions have also shown this
same short-termism in their fund operations. They
operate the funds deposited with them by banks via
investment in short-term products such as MMDAs,
causing liquidity to flow back into banks again.8) This
has resulted in a situation in which market funds are just
passed back and forth between financial institutions. It
thus appears that the financial intermediary function of
banks has eroded considerably, as liquidity in the
financial sector remains in the form of short-term funds
rather than being used for loans.

8) Asset management companies also deposit funds remaining after their
operations into banks. The balance outstanding of banks’ trust accounts
thus jumped from 7.9 trillion won at the end of September 2008 to 31.6
trillion won by end-February 2009.
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B. Credit risk
(Corporate credit risk increased drastically)
During 2008, banks’ corporate exposure9) increased

<Figure III- 7>

sharply to 24.2% with noticeable differences observed

Bank exposure to corporate sector
(trillion won)

between quarters. It increased until the end of the third

(%)
100

quarter, due to the growth in financing demand in the

80

overall business sector in the aftermath of the

400

60

international raw material price hikes and related to

300

40

M&A activities. In the fourth quarter, however,

200

20

corporate exposure declined owing to a decrease in

100

0

loans to large companies, particularly in the trade

-20

financing area, and to a slowdown in growth of loans to

600

Corporate exposure (LHS)
Weight of exposure to SMEs (RHS)
Changes compared to same period of
previousyear (annual %, RHS)

500

0
2004

2005

2006
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SMEs, under the impact of the economic downturn and

Source: Banks’ call reports

the heightened financial market turmoil. The share of
SMEs in bank’s total corporate exposure decreased10)
by 4% points, from 70.9% at the end of 2007 to 66.9%
at end-2008.
By industrial sector, after having continually increased

<Figure III- 8>

since 2004 the share of the construction and real estate

Exposure distribution by industry
(%)

sector shifted to a decline in 2008. This reversal of

(%)
50

trend was attributable to the sharp reduction in loan

40

40

growth due to banks’ strengthening of risk

30

30

20

20

10

10

50

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

management amid the slump in the construction
industry. The share of the service sector (wholesale and
retail, restaurants and hotels, etc.) also dropped,
impacted by banks’ passive fund operation strategies.

0

0
Manufacturing Construction and real estate
Source: Banks’ call reports

Services

19) The concept of ‘exposure’ includes loans (won or foreign currency
loans, advances for payments on loss compensation related to
payment guarantees, foreign bills bought, credit card receivables, and
private placement bonds), CP (including guaranteed notes),
acceptances and guarantees outstanding, trust account loans, and
merchant bank account loans.
10) Large corporation-related exposure recorded a whopping 42.9%
increase in 2008, due to an increase in alternative funding demand
amid the worsening conditions for financing in the direct financial
markets, both within and outside the country.
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<Figure III- 9>

The share of the manufacturing sector in contrast

Bank soundness indicators in corporate sector
(%)

recorded a modest increase, with banks’ loans here
shrinking less than those to other sectors.

(10 units)

4

50

Number of corporate defaults (RHS)
Corporate loan delinquency rate1) (LHS)
SME loan delinquency rate1) (LHS)
Weight of substandard and below loans (LHS)

3

40

Looking at indicators related to corporate soundness,

30

corporate and particularly SME credit risk rose

20

drastically from the second half of 2008. The corporate

2

loan delinquency rate, which had remained at the low

1

10

level of 1% since 2006, jumped considerably to reach
0
2004

2005

2006

2007

0
2009

2008

increase in volume of new delinquencies from

Note: 1) For loan principal repaymenst overdue by one day or
more;three-month moving average
Sources: Bank of Korea, banks’ call reports

September 2008. The growth in precautionary and
substandard and below loans accelerated, due to

<Figure III- 10>

worsened profitability and increased defaults of

Bank corporate credit soundness
(trillion won)

corporations and the reclassification of asset soundness

(trillion won)

6

6

Changes in precautionary loans1)
Changes in substandard and below loans1)
Amount of new delinquencies2)

4

2.4% at the end of February 2009, in line with the rapid

4

related to the restructuring of construction and
shipbuilding businesses. Especially, the volume of
large-amount substandard and below loans and the

2

2

0

0

number of companies holding such loans increased
greatly in 2008.11)

-2
2004

-2
2005

2006

2007

It appears that the concerns of banks related to

2008

counterparty risk12) will grow even further, due to the

Notes: 1) Comparison with previous quarter
Notes: 2) For loan principal repayments overdue one day or more
Source: Banks’ call reports

possibility of a weakening of businesses’ debt servicing
capacities under the impact of the continued economic
activity contraction. Delinquency rate by vintage year

<Figure III- 11>

analysis, a good means of predicting future credit risk

Delinquency rates on SME loans by vintage year

trends, detects signs of rising corporate credit risk. The
(%)

(%)

4

4
2007

3

3

11)

2008

Bank large-amount1) substandard and below loans
(cases, trillion won)

2005

2

End-2007

2
2006

1

1

End-2008

Number of companies

Volume

Number of companies

Volume

54

0.8

154

3.3

Note: 1) A ‘large amount’ is 10 billion won or higher for commercial banks and 3 billion won or
higher for local banks.
0

0
0

+3M

+6M

+9M

+12M

+15M

+ 18M

(Number of months elapsed since initial loan extension)
Source: Bank of Korea

12) In 2008, the number of companies especially monitored by four
commercial banks in their early warning systems increased to 3,792,
and the outstanding loan balance of those companies doubled to 13.3
trillion won.
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delinquency rate curve on new loans issued during
2008 is well above those for 2006 and 2007, suggesting
the possibility of a continuing rise in credit risk and
increasing new delinquencies.
(Possibility of rising household credit risk)
Banks’ household sector exposure increased by 6.7%

<Figure III- 12>

in 2008, a rate similar to that in the preceding year

Bank exposure to household sector
(trillion won)
(%)
Household exposure (LHS)
400
20
Changes in housing-related loans1) (annual % compared
with previous quarter, RHS)

(5.3%). Exposure to housing-related loans in particular
maintained a modest upward trend during the year,
despite the real estate market contraction. This was

300
10

because of the increased loan demand for housing
purchases in certain areas, in connection with the

200
0
100

easing of real estate regulations including those on the
loan-to-value (LTV) ratio, and for the repayment of

0

-10
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

for living expenses by some households was another

Note: 1) Three-quarter moving average
Source: Banks’ call reports

factor contributing to the rising trend.
Household credit risk showed signs of a gradual rise. In

<Figure III- 13>

the third quarter of 2008, the delinquency rate on

Bank household credit soundness1)2)
(trillion won)
2
1

loans having high interest rates. Use of housing loans

Changes in delinquencies (LHS)
Changes in precautionary loans (LHS)
Changes in substandard and below loans
(LHS)

household loans began to rise modestly amid an

(%)

increase in the amount of new delinquencies. The
volume of precautionary and substandard and below

0

loans also continued to climb for two straight quarters

-1

Household loan delinquency rate (RHS)

15

from the second half of 2008. The delinquency amount

10

increased in the credit card sector as well, particularly

5

among households, which account for the great portion

Credit card delinquency rate (RHS)

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Notes: 1) Changes in comparison with previous quarter
Notes: 2) Delinquency rates based on monthly average
Source: Banks’ call reports

0
2009

(80.2% as of end-2008) of credit card receivables.
However, it appears that the current rise in household
credit risk is as yet not something to be concerned
about, as the household loan delinquency rate and ratio
of substandard and below loans are still below 1%, and
the recent drop in loan rates may alleviate households’
principal and interest repayment burdens.
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<Figure III- 14>

(Bank shock absorption capacities weakened)
Bank coverage ratios1)2)
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Coverage ratio in Korea
(compared to NPLs)
(compared to (%)
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below loans)
Coverage ratio in US
(compared to NPLs)
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the 0.7% level until the first half of 2008, rose to 1.2%

100
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by the end of 2008. Particularly, their ratios of
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(%)
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The ability of banks to withstand losses associated with
bad loans appears to have weakened. Banks’
substandard and below loan ratios, which remained at

substandard and below loans to the construction and

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

real estate and manufacturing industries rose sharply
amid the worsening economic conditions13) from the
fourth quarter of 2008.

Notes: 1) Coverage ratio = [loan loss provisions/nonperforming
(substandard and below) loans] × 100
Notes: 2) US coverage ratio based on financial institutions insured by
FDIC
Sources : Banks’ call reports, FDIC

The ratio of banks’ loan loss provisions to their

<Table III- 1>

substandard and below loans (the coverage ratio)

Changes in substandard and below loans

dropped14) sharply, from 187.7% at the end of 2007 to

(trillion won)
2005

2006

2007

2008

2nd half

New

11.3

9.0

7.6

14.1

9.5

Disposed of

14.3

10.2

8.0

9.5

5.3

Net increase

-3.1

-1.2

-0.4

4.5

4.2

140.4% at end-2008. This drop was attributable to the
increase in substandard and below loans (by 4.5 trillion
won) outpacing the increase in loan loss provisions (by
3.8 trillion won, from 10.1 trillion won at the end of

Sources : Banks’ call reports

2007 to 13.9 trillion won at end-2008). Additionally,
the loan loss provision ratios of individual banks have

<Figure III- 15>

recorded a general drop, suggesting banks’ shock

Bank coverage ratio1) comparison
(%)

absorption capacity to have declined overall.

(%)

400

Median
Maximum
Minimum

400

300

300

200

200

100

100

13)

Bank substandard and below loan ratios
(%)

0

0
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2008

Note: 1) Loan loss provisions compared to substandard and below loans
Sources: Banks’call reports

2006

2007

End of
June

End of
September

End of
December

Manufacturing

1.1

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.6

Construction and real estate

1.1

0.9

0.9

1.1

2.2

Services1)

0.9

0.7

0.7

0.9

1.1

All industries

1.0

0.8

0.8

1.0

1.5

Note: 1) Not including real estate
Sources: Banks’call reports

14) The ratio of loan loss provisions to NPLs also dropped, from 216.0%
at the end of 2007 to 181.1% by end-2008. For U.S. commercial
banks, it plummeted from 102.8% to 78.6% in the same period.
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<Box III- 1>

Domestic banks’ foreign currency loans and their soundness
(Foreign currency loans)
At the end of 2008, the outstanding volume of

Banks’ foreign currency loans
(hundred million dollars, trillion won, %)

foreign currency loans made to residents stood at

End of 2007

$43.13 billion, up 11.9% (or $4.59 billion) from

2008
End of June

(A)

End of year (B)

Increase/Decrease
(B-A)

Foreign currency loans1)

385.4

(100.0)

408.7

431.3 (100.0)

45.9

Large corporations

202.4

(52.5)

203.8

192.6

(44.7)

-9.8

<-4.8>

due to the easing of restrictions on use of foreign

SMEs

182.6

(47.4)

204.7

238.4

(55.3)

55.8

<30.6>

currency loans,i) the extension of deadlines for

Households

<-25.9>

the previous year. This increase was apparently

<11.9>

0.4

(0.1)

0.2

0.3

(0.1)

-0.1

USD

260.0

(67.5)

266.2

258.1

(59.8)

-1.9

<-0.7>

their repayment, and the demand for new loans

JPY

116.4

(30.2)

133.3

165.2

(38.3)

48.8

<41.9>

related to expectations of exchange rate gains.

Euro

8.7

(2.3)

8.8

7.6

(1.8)

-1.1

<-12.2>

Other currencies

0.3

(0.1)

0.4

0.4

(0.1)

0.1

<28.9>

805.2

(100.0)

872.8

920.3 (100.0)

115.2

<14.3>

By business size, foreign currency loans to
SMEs increased by 30.6% (or $5.58 billion),
while those to large corporations fell 4.8% (or
$0.98 billion). This contrasted with the case of
loans in won, where the rate of growth in loans
to large corporations (62.0%) outpaced that of

Loans in won2)
Large corporation

54.9

(6.8)

72.0

88.9

(9.7)

34.0

<62.0>

SMEs

369.9

(45.9)

405.0

422.3

(45.9)

52.4

<14.2>

Households

358.4

(44.5)

371.5

382.9

(41.6)

24.6

<6.9>

Notes: 1) Based on foreign currency loans to residents
Notes: 2) Based on loans in won in bank accounts
Notes: 3) Figures in ( ) and < > refer to composition ratios and rates of increase/decrease,
respectively.
Sources: Bank’s call reports, Bank of Korea

loans to SMEs (14.2%) by a wide margin. By currency, loans in U.S. dollars and euros decreased, while those
in Japanese yen increased by 41.9% (or $4.88 billion).

Composition of loans in Japanese yen
(hundred million dollars, %)
By company size

By use

SMEs

Large
Individual corpor
businesses ations

By maturity

Longer
One year
Facility Operating
than one
Others2)
or less
funds funds
year

This dramatic expansion in loans in Japanese yen was
due, in addition to the increase (15.2%) in new loan

Total

demand, to a rise in the U.S. dollar conversion value of

Amount

158

70

7

92

58

15

38

127

165

Japanese yen loans amid the yen’s strength against the

Share

95.8

42.4

4.2

55.8

35.1

9.1

23.0

77.0

100

dollar.ii)

Notes: 1) As of end-2008
Notes: 2) Repayment of foreign currency borrowings, FDI, etc.
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

Of the loans in yen, which made up the lion’s share of the

increase in foreign currency lending, 95.8% were made to SMEs, out of which 42.4% were made to individual
businesses. By use, facility fund loans accounted for the greatest portion of yen loan, of 55.8%. By maturity,
the share of loans with greater than one-year maturity was 77.0%.
i) Changes in the Bank of Korea’s measures limiting the use of foreign currency loans:
∙August 2007: Limitation on use to real needs in foreign countries and manufacturers’ domestic facilities investment
∙January 2008: Broadening of permission to include non-manufacturers’ domestic facilities investment
∙March 2008: Extension of deadline for repayment of foreign currency loans for operating fund
∙October 2008: Broadening of permission to include use for domestic exporters’ settlement of currency option including KIKO
transactions, and further extension of deadline for repayment of foreign currency loans for working capital
ii) Of the $4.88 billion increase in Japanese yen loans in U.S. dollar terms in 2008, about 57% ($2.8 billion)was due to the increase in the
translated amount amid the yen’s strength against the U.S. dollar. In yen terms, the volume of yen-denominated loans increased by
15.2%, from 1.3 trillion yen at the end of 2007 to 1.5 trillion yen by end-2008.
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(Foreign currency loan soundness)
At the end of 2008, the delinquency rate and

Soundness of foreign currency loans1)
(%, %p)

ratio of substandard and below loans related to

2008
End of
Changes
2007 (A) End of June Year-end (B) (B-A)

domestic banks’ foreign currency lending
Foreign currency loans

operations stood at 0.36% and 0.62%,
respectively, 0.12%p and 0.09%p rises
Delinquency rate2)

compared to the end of 2007. By business
size, the delinquency rate and ratio of
substandard and below foreign currency loans
to SMEs recorded increases of 0.20%p and
0.55%p, respectively, while for large

0.24

0.21

0.36

0.12

Large corporations3)

0.04

0.05

0.09

0.05

SMEs

0.65

0.54

0.85

0.20

0.74

0.79

1.08

0.34

Large corporations

0.37

0.30

0.34

-0.03

SMEs

0.70

Loans in won

1.00

1.14

1.70

Foreign currency loans

0.53

0.37

0.62

0.09

Large corporations

0.46

0.24

0.28

-0.18

0.67

0.62

1.22

0.55

0.81

0.82

1.25

0.44

0.88

1.32

0.21

SMEs
Ratio of substandard
and below loans
Loans in won

corporations the ratio of substandard and

Large corporations

1.11

SMEs

1.05

1.13

1.94

0.89

below foreign currency loans fell 0.18%p.

Foreign currency loans

309.6

384.7

256.6

-53.0

Loans in won

178.5

173.9

133.1

-45.4

Comparing the soundness indicators of
foreign currency loans with those for loans in
won, the delinquency rate and ratio of
substandard and below loans were much

Ratio of loan
loss provisions4)

Notes: 1) Based on bank accounts (foreign currency loans include loans from foreign borrowings,
offshore loans in foreign currencies, domestic import usance, etc.)
Notes: 2) Based on defaults on principal repayments of one day or more
Notes: 3) Inclusive of households and the public sector
Notes: 4) Ratio of loan loss provisions = Loan loss provision balance/Substandard and below loans
×100
Sources: Bank’s call reports

lower for foreign currency than for won loans
Changes in monthly foreign currency loans to SMEs

while loan loss provision ratio was higher. It
thus appears that foreign currency loans have

(hundred million dollars)

1600

retained stronger soundness than loans in
won.

(won)

15
Won/100yen exchange rate
(RHS)

10

Won/dollar exchange
rate (RHS)

1400
1200

5
1000

(Overall assessment)

0
800
-5

Monthly changes in foreign-currency
loans to SMEs (LHS)

During 2008, the soundness of domestic
banks’ foreign currency loans worsened
somewhat, particularly in the SME loan

600
400

-10
2007.12 2008.1 2008.2 2008.3 2008.4 2008.5 2008.6 2008.7 2008.8 2008.9 2008.10 2008.112008.12
Source: Bank of Korea

sector. However, the foreign currency loan
delinquency rate and ratio of substandard and below foreign currency loans were both only about half those for
won loans, and the ratio of foreign currency loan loss provisions was about double that for loans in won. This
indicates that foreign currency loans have maintained stronger soundness than loans in won. Foreign currency
loans may however face impaired soundness if market conditions worsen, either within or outside of the
country, due to changes in borrowers’ principal repayment burdens in line with exchange rate fluctuations and
also to fluctuations of the benchmark rates determining the foreign currency loan rates, which change
depending upon conditions in the international financial market or domestic economy.iii) Moreover, the volume
of foreign currency loans is increasing rapidly recently, particularly among SMEs including individual
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businesses, whose financial/exchange risk management abilities remain relatively low. It is thus judged
necessary that domestic banks should reinforce their screening processes and follow-up management related to
foreign currency lending, and make efforts to enhance their borrowers’ levels of recognition of the potential
risks associated with the taking out of foreign currency loans.

iii) Foreign currency loan rates are comprised of the benchmark rates applied to domestic banks’ financing in the international financial
market, plus premium rates applied in consideration of the borrowers’ credit ratings and collateral offered. Benchmark rates are
comprised of Libor plus a spread which takes domestic banks’ credit ratings and the loan period into account. Banks’ foreign currency
loan rates thus rise in tandem with a rise in Libor or expansion of spread due to any worsening in domestic banks’ foreign currency
borrowing circumstances.
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C. Interest rate and market risks
(Reduction of interest rate risk)
Looking at the difference between commercial banks’
rate-sensitive assets and liabilities (i.e. their interest rate
sensitivity gap), based upon their interest rate repricing

<Figure III- 16>

cycles, the positive gap15) between short-term (i.e. up to

1)

Repricing gap trends
(based on local currency)
(trillion won)

one-year) rate-sensitive assets and liabilities had

(trillion won)

100
Up to 1 year

80

Over 1 year

100

increased at the end of 2008 over the year before, while

80

the negative gap between long-term (over one-year)

60

60

40

40

rate-sensitive assets and liabilities had decreased. The

20

20

positive gap for interest rate repricing cycles of one

0

0

year or less stood at 61.3 trillion won, a 4.3 trillion won

-20

-20

-40

-40

-60

-60
2005.12 2006.6

12

2007.6

12

2008.6

12

rise from 2007, and the negative gap for cycles of over
one year stood at 27.3 trillion won, down 13.0 trillion
won during the same period.

Note: 1) Interest rate sensitive assets-Interest rate sensitive liabilities
Sources: Commercial banks’ call reports

Looking at the interest rate sensitivity gaps between
assets and liabilities with less than one-year repricing
cycles, the positive gap for the 3-month or less
repricing cycle, and the negative gap for the 6- to 12-

<Table III- 2>

month cycle both recorded increases. This was because

Repricing gap schedule1)
(as of end-2008; based on local currency)
(trillion won)
0~3 months

3~6 months 6~12 months over 1 year

the volume of corporate loans with maturities of 3
months or less increased considerably, and because in

Interest rate
sensitive assets(a)

587.6

88.2

71.2

149.4

the 6- to 12-month repricing cycle the volume of rate-

Interest rate
sensitive
liabilities(b)

382.8

123.0

179.9

176.7

sensitive assets decreased while the supply of rate-

204.8(+)
<40.7>

34.8(-)
<-2.3>

108.7(-)
<-34.1>

27.3(-)
<13.0>

Repricing gap1)
(a－b)

Note: 1) “+” and “-” refer to a positive and negative gaps, respectively. Figures
in < > indicate changes in repricing gaps compared to the end of 2007.
Source: Bank of Korea

sensitive liabilities expanded greatly. The reason for the
decline in the negative gap for the over one-year
repricing cycle, meanwhile, was the dramatic increase
in rate-sensitive assets with longer than one-year
repricing cycles, in contrast to the merely modest rise in
comparable rate-sensitive liabilities.
15) This refers to a situation in which the volume of interest-bearing
assets with repricing cycles of less than one year is higher than that of
interest-bearing liabilities with the same maturities, and interest
income therefore increases (or decreases) in times of a rise (or a drop)
in interest rates.
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Interest rate VaR,16) which indicates commercial banks’

<Table III- 3>

interest rate risk, decreased from 2.3 trillion won at the

Commercial banks’ interest rate VaR
(trillion won)
End of 2006 End of 2007(a) End of 2008(b)
VaR(A)1)
BIS capital(B)
A/B(%, %p)

b-a

end of 2007 to 1.7 trillion won by end-2008, owing to
the decline in the size of the negative sensitivity gap

4.7

2.3

1.7

-0.6

75.5

85.1

101.7

16.6

between assets and liabilities with interest rate repricing

6.2

2.7

1.7

-1.0

cycles of longer than one year (which are relatively

Note: 1) Interest rate shocks calculated based on five-year observed values at
the end of 2006, but with application of 200bps for Dec. 2007 and
Jun. 2008.
Source: Bank of Korea

more likely to be exposed to risk in times of changing
interest rates), despite the increase in the rate sensitivity
gap between assets and liabilities with repricing cycles
of one year or less. The ratio of interest rate VaR to

<Figure III- 17>

BIS-based equity capital stood at 1.7%, a 1.0% points
drop from the year before and a level much lower than

1)

Bond investment volume trends

the BIS-recommended maximum (20%).

180

Trading bonds(LHS)
Available-for-sale bonds(LHS)
Held-to-maturity bonds(LHS)

160

Share of bond investment in total assets (RHS)

(trillion won)

(%)
24
21

140

18

120

(Market risks associated with bond investment
increase)

15

100
12
80
9

At the end of 2008, commercial banks’ investment in

40

6

won-denominated bonds stood at 153.7 trillion won, a

20

3

21.6 trillion won year-on-year increase. Looked at in

0

0

60

2006.6

12

2007.6

12

2008.6

12

Note: 1) Based on closing balances
Sources: Commercial banks’call reports

terms of their transaction purposes,17) the shares of
bonds purchased for trading and for holding to maturity
fell from the year before, while that of available-forsale bonds rose.
Commercial banks’ VaR in won-denominated bonds,

<Table III- 4>

an indicator of market risk of bond investment, stood at

Commercial banks’ local currency bond VaR

1.07 trillion won at end-2008, a 0.66 trillion won

(trillion won)
End of 2006 End of 2007(a) End of 2008(b)

b-a

VaR1)

0.27

0.41

1.07

0.66

(Exposure)

95.9

92.1

108.8

16.7

(Interest rate
volatility)2)

3.5

6.6

12.0

5.4

1.21

1.25

1.48

0.23

(Duration)

Notes: 1) 10-day holding period, confidence level 99%
Notes: 2) Treasury bonds (3-year), EWMA-based daily volatility (bp)
Source: Bank of Korea

increase from the end of 2007. This increase was
attributable to a rise in the duration of bonds
denominated in won and to the expansion in interest

16) Calculated using the standard VaR method proposed by the BIS
(Bank for International Settlements)
17) Trading bonds and available-for-sale bonds incur valuation losses
during interest rate upturns and earn valuation gains during periods of
interest rate decline. Held-to-maturity bonds are not subject to
valuation losses or gains associated with interest rate volatility.
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rate volatility impacted by the international financial

<Figure III- 18>

market unease.

Stock investment volume trends

20

Short-term trading stocks(LHS)
(%)
Marketable available-for-sale stocks(LHS)
Non-marketable available-for-sale stocks and
2.5
equity method stocks(LHS)
Ratio of short-term trading stocks to total assets1)(RHS)
2.0

15

1.5

trillion won decrease from the year before. This

10

1.0

accounted for a mere 0.75% of their total assets,

5

0.5

0

0.0

(trillion won)
25

Meanwhile, the volume of commercial banks’
investment in trading and available-for-sale stocks
stood at 8.8 trillion won at the end of 2008, a 3.5

indicating there to be no significant market risk
associated with fluctuations of stock prices.

2006.6

12

2007.6

12

2008.6

12

Note: 1) Including marketable available-for-sale stocks
Sources: Commercial banks’call reports

(Increase in derivatives balance slows)

<Figure III- 19>

Commercial banks’ total derivatives balance stood at

Banks’ derivative balance and
derivatives-to-total assets ratio1)
(trillion won)
2400
Derivatives balance (LHS)
Half-year derivatives trading value (LHS)
Derivatives-to-total assets ratio (RHS)
1800

1,519 trillion won at end-2008, up 15.7% from 1,313
(times)
1.6

trillion won the year before. This rate of increase fell
far short of the annual average 50.9% recorded

1.2

0.8

1200

between 2004 and 2007, owing to the slump in
derivatives transactions with the deteriorating foreign
currency liquidity conditions following the Lehman

600

0.4

0

0.0
2004.12 2005.6

12

2006.6

12

2007.6

12

2008.6

Brothers’ bankruptcy filing. As a result, the ratio of
banks’ derivatives positions to their total assets fell
from 1.53 at the end of 2007 to 1.29 at end-2008.

12

Note: Bank accounts; end-of-period balance basis
Sources: Bank of Korea, Banks’call reports

By type of trade, the increase in currency-related
<Figure III- 20>

derivatives trading slowed drastically, mainly due to

Trading balance by type of derivative
(trillion won)
1000

Jun.2007
Dec.2007
Jun.2008
Dec.2008

decrease in forward transactions by exporters

(trillion won)
1000

accompanying the sharp weakening of the Korean won
against the dollar. Another factor was the massive

800

decrease in currency option transactions in line with the

600

600

recent provisional court decisions to suspend KIKO18)

400

400

option contracts.

200

200

800

0

0
Interest rate derivatives Currency derivatives
Sources: Banks’call reports

Stock derivatives

18) The exporters’ KIKO (Knock-In Knock-Out) currency option is a
composite option that combines one put option purchase contract and
two call option sales contracts. It therefore has a non-symmetric
structure, in which losses of exporters increase sharply in cases of
weakening of the won against the dollar.
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These decisions were made considering the

<Table III- 5>

counterparty’s huge loss from unexpected sharp

Banks’ derivatives-related market risk1)2)
(100 billion won, %, %p)
End of 2006 End of 2007(a) End of 2008(b)
Derivatives-related
market risk (A)
BIS capital (B)
A/B

b-a

5,857

8,425

7,612

-813

695,737

778,331

952,604

174,273

0.84

1.08

0.80

-0.28

Note: 1) Banks subject to BIS market risk-based capital adequacy rules only
Note: 2) Minimum required capital according to BIS market risk-based capital
adequacy rule
Sources: Bank of Korea, Banks’call reports

increase of won-dollar exchange rate and lack of duties
to explain their risks sufficiently.
At the end of 2008, the market risk of banks’
derivatives trading(measured using the BIS standard
method) had fallen to 761.2 billion won, from 842.5
billion won at the end of 2007, as a result of decreased
derivatives exposure. The ratio of derivatives-related
market risk to BIS capital stood at 0.80%, down 0.28%
points from a year earlier.
However, the currency option transaction balance,
including that of exporters’ KIKO trading, stands at a
considerable level. In case of maintaining the sharp
weakening of the Korean won, this could lead to
increased contract default risk, which could then be
transferred on to bank’s credit risk.
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<Figure III- 21>

D. Profitability

Changes in banks’ net income before taxes
(trillion won)
18

(trillion won)
18

Interest income
Credit card income
Fees
Others

15

15

Commercial banks’ pre-tax net income stood at 8.7

12

12

9

9

6

6

3

3

0

0
2005

(Substantial decrease in net income)

2006

2007

2008

trillion won in 2008, down 41.5% from the 14.8 trillion
won figure for the preceding year. The volume of
income in the other sector, which had over the past few
years posted large-scale increases chiefly on the back
of gains from sales of stocks acquired through debt-toequity conversion deals, decreased substantially.

Sources: Banks’call reports

Interest income meanwhile also slid.
Banks’ interest income declined even despite a solid
increase in interest-earning assets,19) owing to a sharp

<Figure III- 22>

climb in loan loss expenses in the second half of the

ROA trends at Korean and foreign commercial banks
(%)

year.20) Credit card and fee incomes recorded modest

(%)

3.5

3.5

3.0

3.0

decreases ─ due to a rise in loan loss /marketing

2.5

expenses and sluggishness in the sales of beneficiary

2.5
US commercial
banks 2)

2.0

Korean
commercial banks

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

World’s top 30 banks 1)

certificates amid the stock market slump, respectively.
Commercial banks’ ROA plummeted from 1.08% the

-0.5

-0.5

year previous to 0.54% in 2008, under the impact of a

-1.0

-1.0

decline in net profits. Given the conspicuous

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Notes: 1) Simple average of ROA among world’s top 30 banks
Notes: 2) Banks with total assets more than US$ 10 billion
Sources: Banks’call reports, US FDIC, The Banker

deteriorations in financial soundness of banks in major
countries in line with the global financial crisis, Korean

19)

Changes in banks’ interest-earning assets
(trillion won)
2005

2006

2007

2008

Interst-earning assets 1)

628.0

697.2

782.5

901.2

(Increase/Decrease)

(32.9)

(69.2)

(85.3)

(118.7)

Note: 1) Excluding credit card sector (based on average balances)
Sources: Banks’call reports

20)

Changes in banks’ loan loss expenses 1)
(trillion won)
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Year

2008

0.96

0.75

1.78

4.08

7.57

2007

0.57

0.26

0.61

1.47

2.92

Note: 1) Including payment guarantee provisions, etc.
Sources: Banks’call reports
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commercial banks’ ROA nevertheless remained at a
relatively high level. It is expected that commercial
bank profitability will continue to fall for the time
being, amid increased loan loss expenses owing to
rising credit risk and decreased interest income due to
falling market rates. It will also be difficult for banks to
expect large-scale earnings on sales of investment
securities.
However, this worsening of profitability will likely be
held in check to some extent by the self-rescue efforts
of banks, such as their raising of loan spreads,
integrations of branches and reductions in numbers of
employees, as well as by the public sector measures
taken to extend credit guarantees.
(Net interest margin shrinks)

<Figure III- 23>
Changes in banks’ net interest margin1)

In 2008, the nominal net interest margin on commercial
(%)

(%)

3.0

3.0

banks’ interest-earning assets stood at 2.05%, a 0.17%

2.5

points decrease from the preceding year. This decrease

2.0

was chiefly due to a rise in the average financing

1.5

expenses associated with the handling of special high

1.0

interest rate promotional deposits.

Nominal net interest margin 2)
2.5
2.0
1.5

Ratio of overhead expenses to
interest earning assets 3)

1.0
Real net interest margin 4)

0.5

0.5

Loan loss provision ratio 5)

0.0
2005

2006

0.0
2007

2008

Notes: 1) Excluding credit card sector
Notes: 2) (Interest income - Interest expense)/Interest-earning assets
Notes: 3) Total overhead expenses for interest income sector/Interest
earning assets
Notes: 4) Nominal NIM - Loan loss provision ratio - Overhead
expense ratio for interest-earning assets
Notes: 5) Net bad debt expenses (excluding credit card
sector)/Interest-earning assets
Sources: Banks’call reports

As for the real net interest margin, which corresponds
to the nominal net interest margin adjusted by the ratio
of overhead expenses to interest-earning assets and the
loan loss provisioning ratio, it stood at 0.40% in 2008 ─
having decreased 0.42% points from the year before
and therefore more than the nominal net interest margin
decline. This result owed principally to the fact that the
increase during this period in the loan loss provisioning
ratio exceeded the decrease in the ratio of overhead
expenses on interest-earning assets, due to the
deterioration in banks’ asset quality.
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Commercial banks’ repricing gaps between their assets
and liabilities21) have a structure in which their interest
incomes decrease rapidly in times of falling rates. In
2009 their net interest margins are therefore expected
to decrease from their 2008 levels.

21) Domestic banks, including commercial banks, show a large-scale
positive gap in the up to 3-month repricing cycle. This means that
their net interest incomes will decrease substantially when interest
rates decline. For details, refer to <Box Ⅲ-2> “Impact of a market
interest rate decline on the income/loss positions of banks”.
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<Box III- 2>

Impact of a market interest rate decline on the income/loss positions of banks
Since October 2008, the Bank of Korea has lowered its policy interest rate by 3.25%p, leading also to declines
in market interest rates including CD yields and bank deposit/loan rates.i) A drop in interest rates has complex
effects on banks’ income/loss positions. It results in decreases in interest income and expenses, as well as
valuation gains on bonds in hand. The following is an analysis of the impact of a drop in market interest rates
on the income/loss positions of Korean banks, such as on their net interest incomes.
(Impact on net interest income)
At the end of 2008, the repricing gaps between domestic
banks’ assets and liabilities included a large-scale
positive gapii) of 359 trillion won in the up to 3-month

Estimation of changes in net interest income when
interest rates drop by 1%p1)

(trillion won)

0~3months 3~6months 6~12months
Interest rate-sensitive assets (a)

817.3

126.2

repricing cycle. Under such an asset/liability structure,

Interest rate-sensitive liabilities (b)

458.3

the volume of interest-bearing assets impacted by a drop

Repricing gap (a-b)

359.0
-3.1

in interest rates within 3 months greatly exceeded the
volume of interest-bearing liabilities impacted. This

Changes in net interest income

Total

114.5

1,058.0

170.7

245.3

874.3

-44.5

-130.8

183.7

0.3

0.3

-2.5

Note: 1) Based on domestic banks’ won-denominated interest earning
assets/liabilities at the end of 2008
Sources: Banks’call reports

resulted in a decrease in net interest income (interest
income minus interest expenses) within a short period of time. Based on this repricing gap structure,iii) it is
theoretically estimated that a 1%p drop in interest rates will cause a decrease in net interest income of 2.5
trillion won (based upon net interest margin), or 23bp.
However, there can be a difference between changes in the net interest margin as theoretically calculated, based
upon the repricing gap, and changes in the actual net interest margin. In the period between 2006 and the third
quarter of 2008, for instance, the actual net interest margin decreased, although theory suggests the opposite
outcome based upon the rapid increase in domestic banks’ positive repricing gap amid the rise in market
interest rates.iv) This result was attributable to domestic banks’ approvals, in 2006 and thereafter, of many loans

i) In the period between October 9, 2008 and March 1, 2009, the yield on 3-month CDs fell by 3.53%p. In February 2009, banks’
average savings-type deposit interest rates and average loan rates (newly-extended basis) had fallen by 3.08%p and 2.22%p,
respectively, compared to October 2008.
ii) This is chiefly attributable to the fact that most of domestic banks’ loans (82.2% in the case of housing finance loans) are handled as
the yield on 3-month CD-linked loans.
iii) The size of a change in net interest income associated with a change in interest rates can be estimated by ① the repricing gaps in each
interest rate fluctuation range, ② the interest rate fluctuation band (△r), and ③ the period in which the changed interest rate is
reflected. However, this method has limitations. It is based on the assumptions that ① the fluctuation band of financing/operational
funds is equal to that of market interest rates (△r), ② there is no change in the slope of the yield curve during the analysis period (1
year), and ③ following the initial change (△r), interest rates remain unchanged during the analysis period.
iv) During this period, domestic banks’ net interest margin decreased by 0.09~0.14%p, despite the fact that the repricing structure points to
a theoretical 0.06~0.10%p increase.
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at lowered premium rates in efforts to increase their

Changes in CD rates, NIM and repricing gaps
(trillion won)
400
350

sales. It was in addition also due to the increase in high

(%)

CD yields (3-month, annual
average) (RHS)

6

interest rate deposits centering on wholesale funding and

5

the sales of deposits offering high promotional rates,
amid the fierce competition among banks. Market

300
4
250

NIM (in won)
(RHS)

Repricing gap (in won)
(LHS)

quarter of 2008, but domestic banks appear to have

2

raised premium rates for newly extended loans to

200
150

interest rates have now dropped sharply since the fourth

3

alleviate their income/loss burdens and reflect the
1

100
2002
2003
2004
Sources: Banks’ call reports

2005

2006

2007

2008

increased borrower credit risk. In February 2009,
domestic banks lowered their interest rates for newly

extended loans by 0.34%p ─ less than the drops in market interest rates (by 0.52%p, based on CDs) and
average deposit interest rates (by 0.93%p). Considering the interest rate strategies of banks, it is expected that
the volume of the decrease in actual net interest income, caused by the drop in interest rates, will be smaller
than what is theoretically estimated based upon the repricing gap structure.
(Impact on valuation gains on bonds in hand)
Out of bonds held (205.6 trillion won) by domestic banks as of the end of 2008, short-term trading bonds (11.6
trillion won) and available-for-sale bonds (122.3trillion won), which are subject to market price-based
valuations, experienced valuation gains/lossesv) in accordance with changes in market interest rates. It is
estimated that a drop of 1%p in market interest rates
will result in valuation gains on bonds held by banks of
about 2 trillion won.vi) As valuation gains on availablefor-sale bonds are not reflected in net profits unless the
bonds are sold, however, only 0.2 trillion won from
valuation gains on short-term trading bonds were in
reality reflected.vii)

Estimation of valuation gains on bonds in hand when
a 1%p drop in interest rates occurs1) (trillion won)
Short-term
trading bonds

AvailableHeld-tofor-sale bonds maturity bonds

Size

11.6

122.3

Valuation gain

0.2

1.8

71.7
-

Total
205.6
2.0

Note: 1) Based on won-denominated bonds held by domestic banks as of the end of
2008
Sources: Banks’call reports

v) There are different ways of reflecting valuation gains/losses on bonds held by banks in net profit, depending upon the purposes of their
possession stated at the time of acquisition and on banks’ capacities to continue holding them. Valuation gains/losses on short-term
trading bonds are reflected in net profit. In contrast, available-for-sale bonds which have entered stockholders’ equity do not have an
impact on net profit, and held-to-maturity bond evaluations based upon acquisition costs have nothing to do with valuation
gains/losses.
vi) This is calculated in reflection of ① the balance of bonds held by domestic banks, ② recent interest rate fluctuations (△r), and ③ the
estimated average duration of bonds in hand (which is 1.5 years, in consideration of the average maturities remaining of short-term
trading bonds and available-for-sale bonds and of the types of bonds in hand).
vii) Valuation gains/losses on trading bonds are entered as “accumulated other inclusive gain/loss” in stockholders’ equity. When there are
trading gains/losses from sale of available-for-sale bonds, such gains/losses are entered as profits/losses for the period. However, there
is virtually no possibility of large-scale sales of such bonds, as banks hold them for management of their cash liquidity.
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(Comprehensive assessment)
It is judged that the drop in market interest rates

Changes in asset soundness and loan loss expenses of domestic banks
(trillion won, %)

will act as a factor worsening the income/loss
positions of domestic banks in 2009. This is
because in times of falling interest rates the effect
of a decrease in domestic banks’ net interest
income, via the repricing gap, far exceeds that of
the rise in prices of bonds in hand (short-term
trading bonds). There is also a possibility of the

2007

2008

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Ratio of substandard and below loans
(period-end basis)

0.72

1.12

0.79

0.70

0.82

1.12

Delinquency rate1) (period-end basis)

0.70

1.04

0.84

0.74

0.89

1.04

4.3

9.6

1.4

0.6

2.4

5.2

0.38

0.73

0.47

0.20

0.74

1.59

Loan loss expenses
Loan loss provisioning ratio2)

Notes: 1) Based on delinquencies on principal repayment of over one day
Notes: 2) Net bad debt expenses (credit cards excluded)/Interest-earning assets; quarterly
figures annualized
Sources: Banks’ call reports

income/loss positions of banks worsening further
in a case of drastically increased loan loss expenses due to loans becoming NPLs amid the current, on-going
recession. However, as banks readjust their premium rates for newly extended loans upward to compensate for
the increase in credit risk, the actual impact of a drop in market interest rates will be smaller than what is
theoretically assumed based upon the repricing gap structure.
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E. Capital adequacy
<Figure III- 24>

(Rise in BIS capital ratio)

Changes in commercial banks’ BIS capital adequacy ratio1)
(trillion won)

(%)

BIS capital (LHS)
BIS capital ratio (RHS)

900

Risk-weighted assets (LHS)
Simple capital ratio (RHS)

14

800

12

700

As of the end of 2008, Korean commercial banks’ BIS
capital ratio had risen 0.78% points, from the 11.94%

10

(Basel I basis) figure at end-2007 to 12.72% (Basel II

500

8

basis).

400

6

600

300

4

Amid the increase in corporate loans and depreciation

2

of the Korean won, banks’ BIS capital ratio dropped to

0
end of 2008

10.66%22) by end-September, but then rebounded in the

200
100
0
end of 2004

end of 2005

end of 2006

end of 2007

fourth quarter on the strength of banks’ recapitalization

Note: 1) Basel II basis for figures for 2008 and thereafter
Sources: Banks’call reports

efforts23) as well as adoption by three more banks of the
Basel II IRB approach24) (under which the calculated
BIS capital ratios are usually higher than under Basel

<Figure III- 25>
BIS ratio trends of Korean and foreign commercial banks
(%)

assets, including through lowering of the unused

(%)
Korean commercial banks

16

I). Banks also strove to reduce their risk-weighted

16

14

14

12

12

portions of their credit line limits.
Thanks to such self-rescue efforts by banks, their BIS

10

US commercial banks 2)

10

8
end of 2004

end of 2005

end of 2006

end of 2007

end of 2008

Notes: 1) Simple average of BIS ratios among world’s top 30 banks
(based on tier-1 capital)
Notes: 2) Banks with total assets more than US $10 billion
Sources: Banks’call reports, US FDIC, The Banker

basis). However, its level appeared to be slightly lower
than that of the large US banks, whose BIS capital ratio

World’s top 30 banks 1)
8

capital ratio rose (11.94% → 12.09% on a Basel I

was raised (11.86% → 12.57% on a Basel I basis)
through injection of public funds.

22) In the process of switching to become a financial holding group, one
major bank (Kookmin Bank) came to hold a large number of stocks
issued by a holding company, which were deducted from its capital.
This also caused the overall commercial bank sector BIS ratio to drop.
23)

Commercial banks’ recapitalization efforts in 2008
(trillion won)
Nationwide banks

Regional banks

Total

Common equity

4.4

0.2

4.5

Hybrid capital

1.1

0.2

1.3

Subordinated bonds

9.2

0.9

10.1

14.7

1.3

16.0

Total

24) At the end of September 2008, Woori, KEB and Hana joined
Kookmin and Shinhan, which had already adopted the Basel II IRB
approach in the first half of the year.
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It is expected that domestic banks’ recapitalizations
will be carried out more briskly with the recent launch
of the large-scale Bank Recapitalization Fund.25)
<Figure III- 26>

(Weakening of BIS capital structure)

BIS ratio-based capital structure

1)

Like their BIS capital ratio, commercial banks’ core
<end-2007>

Subordinated
liabilities
14.5%
Loan loss
provisions
10.3%

Others
4.5%

Tier-I capital
70.7%

<end-2008>

Subordinated
liabilities
20.3%
Loan loss
provisions
10.1%

Others2)
-0.1%

capital ratio (Tier-1 ratio) also dropped -- from 8.45%
at end-2007 to 8.24% at end-June 2008 -- but then
rebounded to reach 9.01% by the end of the year.

Tier-I capital
69.7%

However, it appears that banks’ BIS capital structures
have weakened, as the share of Tier-1 in their BIS
capital (Basel I basis) dropped from 70.7% a year

Notes: 1) Basel I basis
Notes: 2) Inclusive of deductions from holdings of stocks issued by
holding companies and subsidiaries
Sources: Banks’call reports

earlier to 69.7% by end-2008, as a result of banks’
focusing in their capital raising on supplementary
capital via subordinated bond issuance. The simple
capital ratio26), a conservative indicator of capital
adequacy, also dropped considerably.
As of end-2008, Korean commercial banks’ Tier-1
ratio and its share in BIS capital remained rather low
compared to those of large US banks27), which had
increased their issuance of preferred stocks greatly
using public funds as a funding source.
25) On March 31, 2009, the Bank Recapitalization Fund purchased hybrid capital
securities and subordinated bonds issued by eight financial institutions, spending
3,956 billion won out of the first portion (12.3 trillion won) of support funds.
26) The simple capital ratio is calculated with liability-like capital (hybrid and
subordinated bonds) excluded. It is arrived at by the following formula: (total
stockholders’ equity ─ intangible assets) / (real total assets ─ intangible assets).
Along with the BIS capital ratio and Tier 1 ratio, it is used as a core indicator of
capital adequacy in the financial supervisory authorities’ appraisal of banks’
management statuses.
27) Capital structure comparison of Korean and foreign commercial banks
(%)
Korea
(end-2008)
Basel I

1)

U.S.

Basel II

(end-2008)

World’s top
30 banks2)
(end-2007)

BIS tier-I capital ratio (a)

8.43

9.01

9.14

8.23

BIS equity capital ratio (b)

12.09

12.72

12.57

11.43

Tier-I capital portion (a/b)

69.7

70.8

72.7

72.0

Notes: 1) Banks with total assets above US$ 10 billion(Basel I basis)
Notes: 2) Simple averages among world’s top 30 banks (based on tier-I capital)
Sources: Banks’call reports, US FDIC,The Banker
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<Box III- 3>

Comparison of characteristics as capital of domestic banks’ capital instruments
The US subprime mortgage turmoil developed into a global financial crisis, criticisms surfaced that the
minimum levels of capital of internationally active banks were insufficient for absorbing losses, and that some
capital instruments had insufficient loss absorption capacities.
Such criticism sparked debate among G20 countries on the need for a review of the definition of regulatory
capital and a reinforcement of the relevant standards. The following sheds light on the characteristics as capital
of the various capital instruments that domestic banks use as means of meeting the capital adequacy ratio
requirement.
(Major characteristics of capital)
A bank’s capital serves as a buffer for absorbing unexpected losses. It enables the bank to continue as a going
concern by maintaining market confidence during periods of financial stress, and protects creditors, including
depositors, by absorbing losses in the case of liquidation. In this respect, it can be said that the key
characteristics of capital are : ① loss absorbency, ② permanence, and ③ coupon flexibility (the flexibility to
cancel or suspend coupon/dividend payments). Loss absorbency is by far the most important attribute of
capital, while permanence and coupon flexibility provide support so that capital is able to absorb losses. The
loss absorbency of capital becomes stronger the longer its maturity and the stronger the discretion over
dividend payments is, from a going concern perspective, and the more subordinated it is in times of liquidation,
from a gone concern perspective.
(Comparison of domestic banks’ major means of financing and their natures as capital)
Domestic banks’ major capital-raising tools include common stocks and hybrid capital instruments, which are
Tier 1 capital (or ’core capital’), and term subordinated debt (i.e. bonds and borrowings ─ ‘subordinated debt’),
which are supplementary capital.
Tier 1 capital works to absorb losses so that banks may continue to exist as going concerns. Common stocks,
which are representative Tier 1 capital, are said to have the strongest characteristics as capital in terms of
permanence and coupon flexibility. Hybrid capital instruments are included in Tier 1 capital, as they have
strong natures as capital in terms of coupon flexibility and non-cumulativeness,1) despite their repayment
obligations. Hybrid capital instruments are divided into innovative hybrids and non-innovative hybrids,

1) Under a ‘cumulative’ method, if a company’s board declines to declare a dividend for any reason, such as poor profitability, then the
per share dividend accumulates each year. Under a ‘non-cumulative’ method, such accumulation of per share dividends does not occur.
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depending upon whether they include interest rate step-ups. An innovative hybrid is obligated to pay higher
interest rates to investors if the issuing bank does not exercise its call option after elapse of a given period (10
years or longer) from issuance. Non-innovative hybrids have no such obligation, which means they do not
contain specific features creating incentives for prior redemption, such as step-ups. Thus, non-innovative
hybrids can be said to have a stronger nature as capital than innovative hybrids.
Supplementary capital is chiefly recognized as capital for absorption of losses in case of liquidation.
Representative examples are senior subordinated debt (upper Tier 2 capital) and junior subordinated debt
(lower Tier 2 capital).
Senior subordinated debts have dividend payout discretion and thus have going concern basis loss absorption
capacities, but they have no non-cumulativeness of dividend payout, which is an ordinary attribute of core
capital. This means that their loss absorption capacities are lower than those of core capital. Junior
subordinated debts (lower Tier 2) have only special subordination requirements, with no dividend payout
discretion. They are thus chiefly designed for loss absorption in cases of liquidation.
All of the foregoing considered, common stocks have the strongest nature as capital and have become a
benchmark for judging the capital characteristics of various capital instruments. In terms of the strengths of
their natures as capital, they are followed by non-innovative hybrids, innovative hybrids, senior subordinated
debt, and junior subordinated debt. Unsecured bonds have no special requirements concerning stoppage of
principal (or interest) repayment or subordination, even if they have long-term maturity. They also have higher
priority over subordinated bonds in claims to residue in times of liquidation. This means they have no loss
absorption capacity on either a going concern or liquidated concern basis, i.e. little nature as capital.

Comparison of characteristics as capital of capital-raising tools of domestic banks

Common stocks

Non-innovative
hybrids

Innovative hybrids

Unsecured bonds
(debentures)

Strong characteristics of equity

Equity
① No maturity, no
repayment obligation
② Flexibility of dividend
payout
③ Absorption of loss in
time of liquidation

Perpetual
subordinated
debt

Secured bonds
(covered bonds)

Strong characteristics of debt

Senior
subordinated
debt
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Junior
subordinated
debt

Debt
① Fixed maturity,
obligation of repayment
② Obligatory interest
payment
③ Repayment priority in
time of liquidation
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(Overall assessment)
Capital instruments with high coupon flexibility and strong natures as capital have disadvantages for investors.
Their issuance expenses thus become higher. Under such circumstances, the important task has emerged of
designing a product acceptable to investors whose nature as capital can nevertheless be maintained at a proper
level, within an interest rate range desired by the issuing bank.
Domestic banks should set up their mid- and long-term financing plans in ways so as to enhance their loss
absorption capacities, both quantitatively and qualitatively, by composing their capital chiefly of core capital in
step with the ongoing movement of international standard setting bodies toward capital standard strengthening.
It is also necessary that they diversify their capital-raising tools to achieve a certain nature as capital level,
while at the same time meeting the demands of investors in the capital market.
Major differences among capital-raising tools of domestic banks
Non-innovative hybrid

Innovative hybrid

Senior subordinated debt

Junior subordinated debt

Subordination

○

○

○

○

Coupon flexibility

○

○

○

×

○

○

×

×

non-cumulative requirement
call option

○

○

○

○

step-up

×

○(Limited)

○(Limited)

○(Unlimited)
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2. Soundness of non-bank institutions
<Figure III- 27>
Credit card company net income and adjusted capital ratio

4

(trillion won)
Net income (LHS)

(%)
Adjusted capital ratio (RHS)
30

A. Credit card companies
(Slight drops in profitability, capital adequacy)

25

2

20

0

15

income in 2008, a 36.5% drop from the 2.6 trillion won

10

figure the year before. This decrease was attributable to

5

the disappearance of the corporate tax reduction (561.6

0

billion won) associated with deficits carried over that

-5

they enjoyed the preceding year, and to some other

-2
-4
-6
-8
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Credit card companies28) posted 1.7 trillion won in net

2008

factors limiting profits such as a cut in the brokerage

Source: Financial Supervisory Service

fees paid them by retailers.29) The increase in fundraising costs due to high credit card bond interest rates
<Figure III- 28>

caused by the financial market unease in the fourth

Changes in credit card spending volume1)

(trillion won)
Cash loans
120
Credit sales

quarter also acted as a factor hurting their profits. With
this drop in profitability, companies’ adjusted capital

(trillion won)
120

ratio30) shrank from 26.1% a year earlier to 23.9% by

100

100

end-2008.

80

80

60

60

A total 464.2 trillion won was spent on credit cards in

40

40

2008, up 50.3 trillion over 2007 due to an increase in

20

20

the nominal amount spent resulting from rising prices

0

0
2006

2007

2008

Notes: 1) Specialized credit card companies and credit card-issuing banks
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

and to increased use of credit cards for small
purchases.31) In the fourth quarter the amount spent via
credit cards decreased slightly, however, amid a
shrinkage in consumption. This decrease is expected to

28) Based on five specialized credit card companies: Shinhan, Samsung,
Hyundai, BC and Lotte.
29) Effective November 2007, credit card companies lowered the fees
paid them by small-sized retailers from a maximum of 4.5% to
2.0~2.3%.
30) The adjusted capital ratio is the ratio of adjusted capital to adjusted
total assets. It is an index similar to the BIS capital ratio applied to
banks.
31) Individuals’ average unit credit card purchase amount decreased from
66 thousand won in 2007 to 63 thousand won in 2008.
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<Table III- 6>

continue for the time being, possibly resulting in a
Cash loan trends1)

further reduction in credit card company profitability.
(trillion won)

Cash loans
Cash advance
service
Card loans

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

138.1

113.2

103.4

101.8

107.9

127.6

105.2

91.6

85.8

88.8

10.5

8.0

11.8

16.0

19.2

(Possibility of worsening asset health)
The percentage used of maximum limits on credit card

Note: 1) Specialized credit card companies and credit card-issuing banks
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

companies’ cash advance services is rising, amid an

<Figure III- 29>

increase in usage of credit card cash loan services (cash

Percentage of maximum cash advance service limit used1)

advance services + card loans). Use of cash loan
services had continued to decrease to reach 102 trillion

(%)
All customers
Customers with
mid-level credit
ratings

30
25

(%)
Customers with high credit ratings
30
Customers with low
credit ratings
25

20

20

15

15

10

10

5

5

0
2007.1

0

won at the end of 2007, in the wake of the credit card
crisis of 2003. It turned around to record 108 trillion
won in 2008, however. The percentage of the
maximum cash advance service limit used rose from
5.5% at the end of 2007 to 6.8% by end-2008, on the
back of increased use by card holders with poor credit
ratings in an environment of stricter credit card

7

2008.1

company controls of credit lines.

7

Note: 1) For specialized credit card companies and credit card-issuing
banks
Source: KCB

Credit card receivable delinquency rates appear to be
rising. In the case of specialized credit card companies,
the real rate of delinquency (which includes

<Figure III- 30>

delinquencies on refinanced delinquent loans) had

Real credit card receivable delinquency rates1)
(%)

dropped to 3.28% by end- September 2008, but then

(%)

turned around to rise to 3.43% by the end of the year.

10

10

9

9

8

8

For credit card-issuing banks, the credit card loan

7

delinquency rate began to rise in 2008 to reach a level

7

Specialized credit card
companies

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

Credit card-issuing banks

2

2

1

1

2006

2007

Note: 1) Three-month moving averages
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

2008

2009

above 2% by the end of January 2009. There is a
possibility that the rise in delinquency rates will
accelerate in the future, amid the weakening of
households’ debt-servicing capacity due to the
worsened employment situation and uncertainties
about economic recovery.
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<Figure III- 31>

Among card-related assets, revolving32) credits, and

Share of credit card loans extended on revolving payment
basis of specialized credit card companies1)

particularly revolving credits for purchases33) continue
to increase. At the end of 2008, the share of revolving

(%)

(%)
15

credits in credit card-related assets held by credit card

12

12

companies stood at 14.4%, a 3.0% point rise year-on-

9

9

6

6

rise from a year earlier.34) The invigorated use of

3

3

revolving credit for purchases has been a positive

0

0

factor contributing to higher profitability for credit card

15

Revolving credits
for purchases

Revolving credits
for loans

year. The volume of revolving credits for purchases
stood at 3.0 trillion won, a 40.3% (or 2.2 trillion won)

2006

2007

2008

Note: 1) Credit loans made on revolving payment basis/Total credit
card receivables
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

companies, through higher brokerage fees. There is
danger of it leading to an accumulation of potential
default risk, however, as credit card holders can
continue to use cards while paying for only a portion of
their purchases. It may also act as a factor eroding
holders’ debt-servicing capacities by encouraging
credit card-based spending habits disproportionate to
their incomes.

32) This refers to a method of payment by which credit card holders pay
only a given percentage of the amount spent using their credit cards.
The remaining amount is transferred into a loan with an automatic
extension of the payment deadline.
33) When the revolving method is applied to credit card charges for a
one-off payment, this is called the revolving payment method for
purchases. When applied to cash advance service charges, it is called
the revolving payment method for loans.
34) Revolving payments for purchases are not subject to ancillary
business ratio regulations, which stipulate that credit card company
receivables associated with cash loans shall not exceed their
receivables associated with their settlement business. This means that
the regulations applying to it are relatively less strict.
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B. Securities companies
(Asset growth slows)
At the end of 2008, the volume of securities

<Figure III- 32>

companies’ total assets amounted to 140.7 trillion won,

Total assets of securities companies
(trillion won)

representing a 10.8% year-on-year increase that was

(%)

160

45

Growth (RHS)

considerably below the preceding year’s rate of growth
(36.6%). This slowdown was attributable to sluggish

120
30

Outstanding balance

financing, with the exception of CMAs, amid the drop
in stock prices and the heightened sense of caution

80
15
20

concerning the credit risk of domestic securities
companies, under the impact of the bankruptcies of

0

0
2005

2006

2007

2008

leading investment banks overseas.35) Especially, during
the second half of 2008 a number of securities

Source: Financial Supervisory Service

companies experienced difficulties in financing due to
a shrinkage of call money supply from local banks and
asset management companies, given the increased
attention to risk at domestic securities companies that
had expanded their investment banking businesses in

<Figure III- 33>

preparation for the implementation of the Capital

Securities company funding (balance basis)

(%)

Customer deposits
RPs sold
Shareholders’ equity

Market and Financial Investment Services Act in

Call money + borrowings
Derivative-linked securities sold
Others
(%)

2009.36)

100

100

80

80

60

60

40

40

derivative-linked securities (DLSs) and extensions of

20

20

brokers’ loans decreased.

Looking at securities companies’ fund allocation,
investment in government and public bonds and in cash
and cash equivalents increased, while their holdings of

0

0
2005

2006

Source: Financial Supervisory Service

2007

2008

Government and public bond investment increased
28.7% year-on-year, due to companies’ growing
35) Including JP Morgan’s takeover of Bear Stearns (March 16, 2008),
BOA’s takeover of Merrill Lynch (September 14, 2008), and Lehman
Brothers’ filing for bankruptcy protection (September 15, 2008).
36) Under these circumstances, the Bank of Korea expanded the scope of
securities companies eligible for its RP transactions, and provided
liquidity support to them through RP purchases.
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demand for bonds as underlying assets of RPs in line

<Table III- 7>
Securities company asset composition (balance basis)
(trillion won)
End of 2005 End of 2006 End of 2007 End of 2008

with the increased outstanding balance of CMAs. Cash
and cash equivalent holdings also expanded by a large
margin, due to securities companies’ efforts to secure

Cash and deposits

21.7

18.8

23.3

29.5

(Cash and cash
equivalents1))

3.9

5.8

7.3

10.2

liquid assets amid the financial market unease. The

32.1

50.2

72.7

82.8

amounts of their stock and DLS holdings in contrast

Securities
(Stocks)

decreased, because of falling client demand for DLSs,

3.3

3.7

6.5

5.6

(Government and
public bonds)

15.3

26.0

41.7

53.7

(Corporate bonds)

2.5

4.2

5.8

6.3

(CP)

0.8

1.2

1.6

4.2

similar financial products from overseas institutions,

(Derivative- linked
securities)

7.6

11.6

12.1

6.1

and because of increased self-hedging against

Derivatives

1.2

2.4

3.4

4.4

fluctuations in value of DLSs sold. The outstanding

Loans

7.5

9.8

18.2

13.1

4.0

4.8

10.6

5.2

Other assets

10.5

11.6

9.3

10.7

Total

73.1

92.9

126.9

140.7

(Brokers’ loans)

Note: 1) Cash, CDs, MMDAs, MMFs, time deposits, etc
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

many of which are hedged by simply purchasing

balance of loans such as brokers’ credits also fell, due
to the bearishness of the stock market and securities
companies’ conservative fund allocation.
As seen above, securities companies have focused
recently on raising funds through short-term financial
facilities such as CMAs, which they then invest in
short-term government and public bonds, CP and
CDs. This may enlarge their exposure to market and
liquidity risk, leading to instability of their operations
in situations of market fluctuation.

<Table III- 8>
Securities company net income
(trillion won)
2007.
2008.
April ~
April ~
December December

(Decrease in net income)

FY2005

FY2006

FY2007

Net income

3.7

2.6

4.4

3.6

1.4

net income totaled 1.4 trillion won, representing a

Commissions
received

6.9

6.1

9.3

7.4

5.2

60.2% year-on-year decline. Despite their growth in

(Brokerage)

5.2

4.2

6.6

5.4

3.6

(Underwriting)

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.2

(Sales of
beneficiary
certificates)

0.6

0.8

1.1

0.9

0.6

(Consulting on
M&As, etc)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.2

(Sales of
derivative-linked
securities)

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.2

trading, securities companies suffered losses of 9.9
billion won during the same period, due to the drop in

From April to December 2008, securities companies’

interest income resulting from increased bond holdings,
this decline was due to the drastic decrease in
commissions, their main source of revenue, amid a

Net interest income

0.9

1.1

1.7

1.2

1.7

Securities trading

1.0

0.7

0.8

0.7

-0.0

General and
administrative
expenses

4.7

4.9

6.4

4.7

4.7

Source: Financial Supervisory Service

contraction in stock trading volume. In their securities

stock prices and despite increased revenue from gains
on bond trading and valuation fueled by the drop in
interest rates. In 2007, securities companies had in
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contrast reported 666 billion won in profit in this

<Figure III- 34>

sector. The business environment will hardly improve

Securities company net income by business segment
Brokerage trading
(%)

Proprietary trading

Corporate financing
(%)
100

Others

Sale of beneficiary certificates

100

for securities companies for the time being, as their
brokerage commissions are not expected to rebound
soon, due to the bearish stock market and increasingly

80

80

60

60

40

40

owing to falling market demand for the financial

20

20

products they sell such as DLSs, and this will make

0

0

fierce competition among them. Their profits in their

FY2005

FY2006

FY2007

their turnaround even harder.

FY2008.1~3Q

Source: Financial Supervisory Service

(Solid capital adequacy)

<Figure III- 35>

The net capital ratio (NCR),37) which indicates

Securities company net capital ratio (NCR)
(trillion won)

securities companies’ capital adequacy, stood at
(%)

40

650

NCR (RHS)

584.2% at the end of 2008, a 15.0% point drop from
the 599.2% figure one year before, amid the increase in

600

30

20

asset management sector are also expected to decline,

Shareholders’ equity
(LHS)

10

market risks due to the expanded volume of securities

550

on hand. This percentage is still much higher than the

500

supervisory authorities’ guideline (150%). In addition,

450

the leverage ratio remains at a low level of about 5,
showing that securities companies’ capital adequacy is

400

0
2005

2006

2007

2008

solid.

Source: Financial Supervisory Service

37) This refers to net capital (shareholders’ equity - fixed assets +
subordinated borrowings) divided by the amount at risk (i.e. market
and credit concentration risk).
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<Figure III- 36>

C. Asset management companies

Asset management company net fund inflows

400

(trillion won)
MMF
Bond-type

(trillion won)
Hybrids
Others
Equity-type

400

(Increase in outstanding equity-type fund and
MMF balances)

300

300

200

200

100

100

As of the end of 2008, the total outstanding balance of
64 asset management companies in Korea stood at
360.9 trillion won, up 21.2% from the end of 2007
(297.7 trillion won). By fund type, the outstanding
0

0
2006

2007

2008

Source: Korea Financial Investment Association

equity-type fund balance increased by 20.6% to 140.2
trillion won, from 116.3 trillion won at end-2007. This
occurred on the back of increases in the outstanding

<Figure III- 37>

balances of free-type and installment type funds,

KOSPI and changes in equity-type fund outstandings

despite weak stock prices. The outstanding MMF
(trillion won)

balance also increased by 90.4% to 88.9 trillion won

(index)
Equity-type funds (LHS)
KOSPI (RHS)

150

140

2,000

preference for safe assets. In contrast, the outstanding

1,200

balance of bond-type funds fell by 25.3%, impacted by

130
800
120

400

110
2007.12

0
2008.12

2008.7

(from 46.7 trillion won the year before), due to investor

1,600

the rise in interest rates.
Funds’ net asset amounts remain at levels lower than
their outstanding balances, due to the drop in financial
asset prices including stocks under the impact of the

Source: Korea Financial Investment Association

global financial crisis. The ratio of their net asset
amounts to outstanding balances remains at around

<Figure III- 38>

60%.

Outstanding and net asset amounts by fund type1)
(trillion won)

(trillion won)
400

(Slumping profitability)

300

300

Asset management companies’ net profits from April

200

200

400

Outstanding amounts
Net asset amounts

to December 2008 stood at 345.5 billion won, a 12.3%
decrease from the same period the previous year (393.8

100

100

billion won). This decline occurred despite increases in
operation fees and commission incomes and resulted

0

0
Equity-type Hybrids-type Bond-type

MMF

Derivatives

Total

from a drastic drop in non-operating income (-24.5

Note: 1) As of the end of 2008
Source: Korea Financial Investment Association
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<Table III- 9>

billion won)38) and an increase in non-operating
1)

Asset management company net profits
and expense coverage ratio

expenses (22.8 billion won). There is a chance of asset

(ten billion won, %, %p)
2006

2007
(A)

2008
(B)

(B-A)

Operating profits

283.9

500.2

500.8

0.6

(Operation fees)

482.4

924.4

979.5

55.1

(Commission income)

104.9

132.5

163.8

31.3

(Sales and administrative expenses)

management companies’ profitability being limited by
the slump in fund inflows related to the stock market
instability.
Asset management companies’ expense coverage
ratio39) rose to 51.1%, from 47.2% during the same

315.3

447.8

522.6

74.8

Non-operating income

13.6

40.0

15.5

-24.5

Non-operating expenses

29.9

8.5

31.3

22.8

period one year earlier, owing to the large increase in

193.9

393.8

345.5

-48.3

the weight of personnel expenses particularly at 13

52.6

47.2

51.1

3.9

Net profits
expense coverage ratio

Note: 1) Figures for the April to December period of each year
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

newly established companies. Under these conditions,
their operating efficiency appears to have worsened
somewhat. As of the end of 2008, their equity-to-risk
ratio stood at 564.9%, more than the recommended
minimum (150%) and thus suggestive of a satisfactory
capital adequacy level.

38) This was because, while some asset management companies enjoyed
corporate tax returns (about 30 billion won) in 2007, they did not in
2008.
39) The lower the expense coverage ratio [selling, general and
administrative expenses / (selling, general and administrative
expenses + operating income) × 100], the higher the operational
efficiency.
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<Figure III- 39>

D. Banking-specialized financial groups
1)2)

Total assets of banking-specialized financial groups
(trillion won)
1,200

(Asset growth continues)

(%)
40

Woori Financial Group(LHS)
Shinhan Financial Group(LHS)
Hana Financial Group(LHS)
KB Financial Group(LHS)
Share in assets of overall financial industry
(RHS)

35

There are four banking-specialized financial groups40)

30

doing business in Korea - Woori, Shinhan, Hana and

600

25

KB.

400

20

200

15

At the end of 2008, banking-specialized financial

10

groups’ assets (on a consolidated basis) stood at 980

1,000
800

0
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

trillion won, having increased 6.3 times since the end

Notes: 1) Year-end basis
Notes: 2) Banking-specialized financial group assets are calculated on
a consolidated basis, while overall financial industry assets
are a simple total of the assets of banks, merchant banks,
securities companies, insurance companies, asset
management companies, futures companies, mutual savings
banks, credit unions, and specialized credit institutions.
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

of 2001 when these groups began to be established.
This growth was attributable to the establishment of
additional new groups (i.e. Hana and KB), following
Woori and Shinhan in 2001, and to an increase in their

<Table III- 10>

subsidiary companies’ assets. The share of banking-

Composition of banking-specialized financial
group assets and liabilities1)2)

specialized financial group assets in overall financial
(%)

Assets

Loans
(in Won)

Liabilities and capital

2006

2007

2008

2006

2007

2008

68.4

67.6

68.2 Deposits

60.8

56.5

56.4

54.4

54.0

55.1 Bond issuance 13.5

4.1

3.8

(in foreign
currency loans)

(through credit cards) 1.6

2.5

4.1 Borrowings
2.8 Others

Securities

19.2

18.9

16.1 Equity capital

Others

12.4

13.5

15.7

15.2

15.3

10.2

11.1

9.9

9.0

10.0

12.5

6.5

7.2

5.9

industry assets rose to 37.5% in 2008, from 12.2% in
2001.
As for the groups’ funding structure, the shares of
deposits and bonds issued in their total liabilities stood
at 56.4% and 15.3% respectively, in 2008, levels
similar to the preceding year. With the joining of KB

Notes: 1) Year-end basis, 2) Shares in total assets on a consolidated basis
Sources: Banking-specialized financial groups’ call reports

Financial Group, whose level of dependence on
<Figure III- 40>

borrowings was low, the share of borrowings dropped

Banking-specialized financial group net income

by 1.2% point. Looking at the asset portfolio, the share

(consolidated basis)

of securities in total assets fell by 2.8% points in 2008

(trillion won)
6.0
5.0
4.0

(trillion won)

Woori Financial Group(LHS)
Shinhan Financial Group(LHS)
Hana Financial Group(LHS)
KB Financial Group(LHS)
Average net income (RHS)

2.5

due to a decrease in corporate bond investment, while

2.0

the share of other assets rose quite significantly. This

1.5

rise in the share of other assets was due chiefly to an

3.0
1.0
2.0
0.5

1.0
0.0

0.0
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Sources: Banking-specialized financial groups’ call reports

2008

40) A financial group consists of a financial holding company and its
financial subsidiaries. It is distinguished as either a
banking-specialized financial group or a non-bank financial group,
depending upon whether a bank is included among its financial
subsidiaries. Korea Investment Financial Group is a non-bank
financial group.
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<Table III- 11>

increase in derivatives and deposits relating to them,

Profitability of banking-specialized financial groups
in Korea and selected countries

amid the higher volatility of financial market variables.
(%)

Korea1)
2006

2007

U.S.2)

U.K.3)

Japan4)

2008

(2008)

(2008)

(2007)

ROA

1.03

1.00

0.52

0.26

0.26

0.39

ROE

17.09

14.79

8.80

2.83

10.60

7.70

(Net income decreases significantly)
Banking-specialized financial groups’ net income

Note: 1) Weighted averages of four financial groups
Note: 2) Simple averages of BOA and JPMorgan Chase
Note: 3) Simple averages of Barclays and HSBC
Note: 4) Simple averages of Mitsubishi UFJ, Mizuho and Sumitomo Mitsui
Sources: Financial Supervisory Service, Bankscope, and banking-specialized
financial groups’ annual reports and business results

decreased considerably in 2008, under the impact of
the spreading global financial crisis and contraction in
economic activities. It stood at 4.8 trillion won in 2008,
a 0.9 trillion won decrease from 5.7 trillion won in

<Figure III- 41>

2007, even despite KB Financial Group’s

Banking specialized financial group substandard
and below loan ratio1)

establishment. This was attributable to a decrease in

(Consolidated basis)

non-interest income caused by sluggishness in the sale

(%)

(%)

6

6

of funds and losses on foreign exchange related

5

5

products and derivatives, as well as a significant

4

4

increase in loan loss provisions in line with the groups’

3

3

worsening asset soundness.

2

2

1

1

0

0
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Banking-specialized financial groups’ ROA (0.52%)
dropped by 0.48% point year-on-year in 2008, but it
still remains higher than those of large-sized financial

2008

Note: 1) Year-end basis
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

groups in major countries including the U.S., whose
profitabilities have worsened noticeably due to their
problems with subprime mortgage loans.

<Table III- 12>
Banking-specialized financial group capital adequacy1)

(Asset soundness and capital adequacy deteriorate

(consolidated basis)
(%)
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

2)

3)

U.S. Japan

2008

slightly)

2)

U.S.

135.3 122.3 112.9 132.7 145.3 142.1 11.5 11.4 11.2 11.2 14.4
Not: 1) Figures refer to the ratios of equity capital to required capital for the
period up to 2006, and to the BIS-based capital adequacy ratios for the
period of 2007 and after. Simple averages for 4 financial groups are
used.
Not: 2) Simple averages of Citigroup, BOA and JP Morgan Chase
Not: 3) Simple averages of Mitsubishi UFJ, Mizuho and Sumitomo Mitsui
Sources: Financial Supervisory Service, Banking-specialized financial groups’
annual reports and business results

Banking-specialized financial groups’ asset soundness
deteriorated in 2008. Under the impact of the global
financial crisis, their delinquent and substandard and
below loans increased greatly, centering around their
bank subsidiaries’ SME loans and credit card
receivables. If the economic slump continues for an
extended period, this increase in NPLs may continue,
particularly among their bank subsidiaries’ SME
loans41).
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Groups’ capital adequacy also worsened slightly
compared to 2007. At the end of 2008, their BIS capital
ratio42) stood at 11.2%, a 0.3% point drop from a year
earlier, amid an increase in assets and a decline in net
income.

41) By the end of March 2009, the delinquency rate (simple average) of
groups’ core bank subsidiaries’ SME loans stood at 2.44%, a 0.69%
point increase from the end of 2008.
42) In 2008, banking-specialized financial groups took part in their
subsidiaries’ share-capital increases by raising funds through issuance
of bonds. These steps have had the effect of raising subsidiaries’ BIS
capital ratios, but do not have an impact on groups’ overall capital
ratios (on a consolidated basis) since they are internal transactions
within the relevant group. An important consideration is that this may
also impair groups’ financial soundness by raising their debt ratios.
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Ⅳ. Policy measures for financial stability
The Bank of Korea has implemented aggressive
policies, without precedent in its history, to preserve
financial system stability by countering the
deterioration in business activity and the financial
market unrest. These measures are evaluated as having
contributed to improving the flow of funds in the
domestic financial markets and soothing the unease of
market participants.
<Figure IV- 1>

(Lowering of policy rates)

Changes in Base Rate and Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loan rates
(%)

The Bank of Korea has lowered its policy rate

(%)

6.0

6.0
(8.9)

5.0
(7.12)

Base Rate

4.0

(10.9)
(10.27)
(8.7)
(11.7)
(12.11)
(1.9)

3.0
Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loan rate

1.0
2007
Source: Bank of Korea

2008

economy amid the international financial market

4.0

unease following the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy

3.0

(2.12)

2.0

2009

considerably, to counter the rapid shrinkage of the real

5.0

filing. Between October 2008 and February 2009, it cut
its Base Rate by a total 3.25% points, from 5.25% to

2.0

2.0%, in six steps ─ specifically, by a total 1.0% point

1.0

on two occasions in October, by 0.25% point in
November, by 1.0% point in December and by 0.5%
point in both January and February 2009. Its interest
rate on its aggregate credit ceiling loans was also
lowered by 2.25% point (from 3.5% to 1.25%) over the
same period.
(Increased supply of liquidity)
To mitigate the credit crunch in the financial markets,
the Bank of Korea has increased the supply of liquidity
dramatically. From September 2008 through the end of
March 2009 it supplied a total of 18.5 trillion won
through open market operations. To encourage flows of
funds into the risk-bearing debt securities market, in
October and December 2008, the Bank included bank
- 83 -
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debentures and certain government agency bonds
among eligible securities for open market operations,
while also broadening the scope of securities
companies among its RP operation counterparties. In
December 2008, it supplied 2.1 trillion won to financial
institutions subscribing to the Bond Market
Stabilization Fund, in connection with its decision a
month earlier to supply up to 5 trillion won to the fund.

<Figure IV- 2>
Aggregate Credit Ceiling adjustment1)
(trillion won)

The Bank of Korea entered into currency swap

(trillion won)
12

arrangements with the U.S. Federal Reserve in October

11

and the People’s Bank of China and Bank of Japan in

10

December, thus supplementing the availability of

9

foreign currency funds1). Using these swap funds as

8

8

well as its foreign exchange reserves, the Bank of

7

7

Korea supplied a total of $41.9 billion (counting

6

6

maturing funds that were resupplied) to financial

5
2007

5

institutions in the October 2008 to March 2009 period.

12
11
(3.23)
10
(11.3)

9
(7.2)

2008

2009

Note: 1) As of date of implementation
Source: Bank of Korea

(Stronger corporate financing support, including
raising of Aggregate Credit Loan Ceiling)
In November 2008, the Bank of Korea increased its
Aggregate Credit Ceiling by 2.5 trillion won, to boost
banks’ incentives for lending to SMEs. It then raised
the ceiling again by 1 trillion won in March 2009, thus
boosting it to 10 trillion won, from 6.5 trillion won a
few months before. Between October and December
2008, it took a series of measures to mitigate the
foreign currency financing conditions of corporations,
such as a plan to offer foreign currency loans secured
by export bills purchased, abolition of the restrictions
on rollover of Japanese Yen loans as working capital
and permitting of domestic export firms to take out
1) The Bank of Korea’s currency swap arrangements with the Federal
Reserve and the Bank of Japan were both then extended for six
months, in February and March 2009, respectively.
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foreign currency loans for currency option transactions.

<Table IV- 1>
Bank of Korea support for bank equity capital supplementation
Support provided
Interest paid on
required reserves

∙Payment of 500.2 billion won
∙(December 2008)
∙Provision of 10 trillion won
∙(September 2009)

Support for Bank
Recapitalization Fund

∙Provision of 3.3 trillion won loan to Korea
∙Development Bank, and contribution
∙(of up to 430 billion won) to Korea Credit
∙Guarantee Fund (March 2009)

In October and December 2008, the government
announced a plan for provision of SME liquidity
support2) and promotion of corporate restructuring. In
February 2009, it implemented measures to expand the
scope of its credit guarantees, including rollovers of
matured credit guarantees, easing of the criteria for
newly extended guarantees, and raising of the
guarantee ceilings.
(Provision of support for bank recapitalization)
To ensure smooth supply of credit through banks, the
Bank of Korea has provided positive support for their
recapitalization. In December 2008, it paid banks oneoff interest of 500.2 billion won on their required
reserve deposits, to improve their BIS capital adequacy
ratios. In February 2009, the Bank of Korea and the
government jointly established the 20-trillion won
Bank Recapitalization Fund, and the Bank of Korea
allocated 3.3 trillion won worth of loans in March in
connection with a decision that it will provide up to 10
trillion won of the total funding.
(Enhancement of payment and settlement system
safety)
Amid the on-going financial turmoil, the Bank of
Korea intensified its efforts to enhance the safety and
efficiency of the payment and settlement systems.

2) The plan included banks’ voluntary implementations of ‘Guidelines for
the Joint Operation of an SME Fast-Track Program’, provision of support for businesses engaged in KIKOs, and an increase in the supply of
credit guarantees.
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From September 2008, it began to manage the BOKWire operating hours more flexibly, and then extended
them by half an hour in November 2008 in an effort to
reduce system risk associated with the concentration of
settlements near the closing time and enhance
participant institutions’ convenience.
In February 2009, the Bank of Korea strengthened net

<Table IV- 2>
Major contents of settlement risk management related to net
settlement agency system
Contents
Agent bank
conduct of net
settlement
Conduct of net settlement liabilities on behalf of
Major
liabilities on entrusting institutions through Bank of Korea
business
behalf of
current deposit account
entrusting
institutions
Designation and Setting and managing of entrusting institution net
management of debit caps based upon same criteria applied to
net debit caps banks
Business
of
settleme
nt risk
manage
ment

Pledge of
Collateral

Agent banks responsible for paying Bank of Korea
any additional collateral amount connected with
entrusting institutions’ net settlement business
Entrusting institution shall pay collateral to its
agent bank equal to its total debit cap or higher

Supply of
liquidity by agent When entrusting institutions lack settlement funds
banks

settlement risk management through amendments to
the ‘Regulations on Payment and Settlement System
Operation and Management’. This was done in
connection with financial investment companies’
entries into participation in the retail payment system
through the net settlement agency system under the
Capital Market and Financial Investment Business Act.
In addition, the Bank of Korea added the Institutional
Settlement System of Stocks operated by Korea
Securities Depository to its oversight list in 2008, while
also carrying out assessment of two Systematically
Important Payment Systems, the Institutional
Settlement System of Stocks and BOK-Wire.
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<Box IV- 1>

Bank of Korea market stabilization measures in wake of Lehman
Brothers bankruptcy filing

1. Lowering of Base Rate
- Lowering of Base Rate in six steps by a total 3.25%p, from 5.25% to 2.0% per annum, as a
countermeasure against the rapid shrinkage of the real economy amid the financial market unease
Bank of Korea benchmark rate decisions
July 10 2008
Base

5.00

Rate

August 7

September 11

5.25

5.25

(+25bp)

October 9

October 27

November 7

(%)
December 11

January 9, 2009

February 12

5.00

4.25

4.00

3.00

2.50

2.00

(△25bp)

(△75bp)

(△25bp)

(△100bp)

(△50bp)

(△50bp)

2. Provision of Won liquidity support
- Increase of Aggregate Credit Loan Ceiling (by 3.5 trillion won in total) and adjustment of list of targets
eligible for support (October 23, 2008 and March 12, 2009)
○ The Bank of Korea increased the Aggregate Credit Loan Ceiling by 3.5trillion won (6.5 trillion won
→ 9.0 trillion won <October 2008> → 10.0 trillion won <March 2009>).
●

Out of the portion raised, 1.5 trillion won was allocated in consideration of past performances, and
the remaining 2.0 trillion won was set as a ‘Special Support Ceiling’, for use to support firms such
as KIKO victims under the “Guidelines for the Joint Operation of an SME Fast-Track Program”.

○ The basis for flexible operation of the Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loan program, in accordance with
economic conditions, was established by inserting a relevant clause in the regulations.
- Expansion of securities and institutions eligible for open market operations, and supply of liquidity
○ Bank and some special bonds* were added to the list of securities eligible for open market operations,
in addition to the previously eligible treasury bonds, government-guaranteed bonds and Monetary
Stabilization Bonds (October 27 and December 3, 2008).
* Bonds issued by the Korea Land Corporation, Korea Housing Corporation and Small & Medium Business Corporation,
bonds and mortgage-backed securities (MBSs) issued by the Korea Housing Finance Corporation
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○ To invigorate the bond and short-term financial markets, 12 securities companies were additionally
selected* as RP transaction counterparties on December 11, 2008.
* 21 (14 domestic banks, 5 local branches of foreign banks and 2 securities companies) → 33 (14 domestic banks, 5 local
branches of foreign banks and 14 securities companies).

○ The supply of liquidity was increased by way of long-term RP operations (16.8 trillion won), simple
purchases of treasury bonds (1.0 trillion won), and Monetary Stabilization Bond buybacks (0.7 trillion
won) (from October 2008).
- Decision on support for Bond Market Stabilization Fund (November 24, 2008)
○ A total of 2.1 trillion won was provided in connection with a decision to offer support of up to 5
trillion won (but not more than the amount of investment made by financial institutions) to promote
smooth fund flows in the direct finance market.
- Payment of one-off interest on banks’ required reserve deposits (December 3, 2008)
○ One-off interest (500.2 billion won) was paid on required reserve deposits, to enhance banks’ financial
soundness and supplement their abilities to supply credit.
- Improvement of collateral system for lending facilities and Liquidity Adjustment Loans and Deposits
(January 22, 2009)
○ The Bank of Korea allowed banks to use credit instruments such as promissory notes and bills as
collateral for their loans from the Bank of Korea, in addition to the previously accepted government
and public bonds.
○ In adjusting the interest rates on its Liquidity Adjustment Loans and Deposits, the Bank of Korea
modified the phrase in the regulations on the conditions for doing so, from ‘Where the Monetary
Policy Committee recognizes that the financial markets cannot function normally because of payment
and settlement system breakdowns, natural disasters and so forth’ to ‘Where the Monetary Policy
Committee recognizes maturity extension as necessary for the seamless functioning of the financial
market.’
- Decision on supply to Bank Recapitalization Fund (February 25, 2009) and implementation of loans
(March 26, 2009)
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○ The Bank of Korea decided to provide funds (up to 10 trillion won) to the Bank Recapitalization
Fund, to strengthen banking sector capital capability to support the real economy and corporate
restructuring.
○ The Bank of Korea lent the Korea Development Bank funds amounting to 3,296.6 billion won to
provide support to the Bank Recapitalization Fund. It then also decided on a contribution of up to 430
billion won to the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund, to support the KCGF’s guaranteeing of bank
repayments of principal and interest on loans from the Bank Recapitalization Fund (March 26, 2009).

3. Provision of foreign currency liquidity support
- Supply of foreign currency funds through competitive swap auctions (October 21, 2008)
○ The Bank of Korea supplied a total of $15.57 billion worth of foreign currency funds to foreign
exchange banks through competitive swap auctions (October 21, 2008 ~ February 17, 2009).
- Extension of foreign currency loans secured by export bills (November 13, 2008)
○ The Bank of Korea implemented a program to extend foreign currency loans secured by export bills,
as a means of supporting foreign exchange banks in providing smooth export financing to SMEs (up
to $10 billion).
- Establishment of new currency swap arrangements with other central banks, and expansion of the
amount of an existing one
○ The Bank of Korea entered into a currency swap arrangement amounting to $30 billion with the U.S.
Federal Reserve on October 30, 2008, and has subsequently supplied $26.35 billion of this to foreign
exchange banks through competitive US dollar loan facility auctions (December 1, 2008 through
March 17, 2009).

●

On February 4, 2009, the arrangement was extended for another six months to October 30, 2009.

○ On December 12, 2008, the Bank of Korea and the Bank of Japan expanded the amount of their
existing KRW/JPY currency swap arrangement from U.S. $3 billion equivalent to $20 billion
equivalent.
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●

On March 31, 2009, the period of the arrangement was extended from April 30 to October 30, 2009.

○ The Bank of Korea also entered into a 3-year 180 billion Yuan (38 trillion Won) currency swap
arrangement with the People’s Bank of China on December 12, 2008.
- Easing restrictions on the use of foreign currency loans, and abolition of restrictions on foreign currency
loan rollovers
○ The Bank of Korea allowed domestic export firms to take out foreign currency loans for settlement of
currency option (including KIKO*) transactions (October 27, 2008).
* In August 2007, the Bank of Korea confined the use of residents’ foreign currency loans to real need related to their
activities overseas or domestic facilities investment by manufacturers. The exchange of foreign currency borrowings for
KRW operating funds and the taking out of foreign currency loans to repay principal and interest on previous foreign
currency borrowings were thus prohibited.

○ On December 1, 2008, The Bank of Korea abolished the restriction on rollover of foreign currency
loans for operating funds.
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<Appendix>

Major changes in domestic financial system
(Enactment and amendment of「 Capital Market
and Financial Investment Services Act」and related regulations)
With the implementation (from February 4, 2009) of
<Table - 1>

the Capital Market and Financial Investment Services

Highlights of amendment to "Capital Market and Financial
Investment Services Act (CMFIS Act)"
Category

Description

Transfer of financial
- Transfer of financial privilege regulations for listed
privilege regulations
corporations from Securities and Exchange Law to
for listed
CMFIS Act
corporations
- Applying Outside Audit Act to determine
compensation for damage resulting from false
statements on important matters in account audit
Reflection of
reports
amendments to laws - Reporting obligatory for possession of large quantities
integrated by
of exchange-traded derivatives based on ordinary
CMFIS Act
products
- Prohibition of use of undisclosed important
information in transactions in exchange-traded
derivatives and their underlying assets

System
improvements

- Introduction of hedge funds
- Abolition of deposit obligation for trust businesses
- Complementation of clauses concerning prohibition of
undisclosed important information
- Improvement in Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
- Alleviation of restrictions on directors of
banks/insurance firms concurrently engaged in
collective investment businesses

- Listed corporations regarded as ordinary investors
Strengthening of
only in transactions involving OTC derivatives
provisions for
- Financial investment businesses obliged to designate
investor protection officers in charge of derivatives
related to OTC
- Financial investment businesses obliged when
derivatives
canvassing for derivatives to arrange principles
differentiating between classes of investors

Act (‘the Capital Market Act’) approaching, the
Government made amendments to the act and its
Enforcement Ordinance, to ensure the act’s smooth
implementation.
The major amendments to the Capital Market Act
included: ① transfer from the Securities and Exchange
Law to the Capital Market Act of the regulation of
financial privileges of listed corporations, including
authorization of treasury stock acquisition; ②
reflection of past amendments to the laws subject to
integration by the Capital Market Act, including the
Futures Trading Act; ③ reflection of the needs for
improvements in some systems, including abolition of
the obligation of trust businesses to make deposits; and
④ reinforcement of protection of investors in over-thecounter derivatives. The amendments to the
Enforcement Ordinance meanwhile reflected matters
entrusted to it by the amended act, as well as the
system improvements mentioned above.
On January 28, 2009, the Financial Services
Commission enacted/amended the relevant public
disclosure regulations, in consideration of the relevant
clauses of the Capital Market Act. First, it enacted the
Regulations on Issuance of Securities and Public
Disclosure (to be implemented from February 4, 2009),
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specifying the items to be filled in and documents to be
attached to the registration statements for securities
such as collective investment securities and assetbacked securities.
The FSC also eliminated the obligation of reporting
information not easily obtainable by a hostile bidder

<Table - 2>
Highlights of amendment to accounting standards
concerning foreign currency exchange
Category

Description

Sanction of - Tangible assets shall be revaluated based upon fair values,
revaluation on and the portions of increase and decrease shall be entered as
tangible assets capital and loss, respectively, for the term.
Adoption of
functional
currency
system

- Businesses whose main activities are carried out in foreign
countries, using currencies other than the Won as functional
currencies, are allowed to keep and manage their accounting
books in the functional currencies throughout the year and
translate them in Won at the year-end.

Expansion of
scope of
products - Financial products that are not derivatives can be designated
designated as as means of avoiding foreign currency risk; it is thus possible
means of
to apply fair value hedge accounting and cash flow hedge
avoiding
accounting on them.
foreign
currency risk

(such as on the statuses of shareholders and
management) in the reference documents submitted at
the time of M&A through exercise of voting rights by
proxy. It also improved the method of calculation of the
issuance price1) at the time of a paid-in capital increase.
The FSC in addition amended the Regulations on
Public Disclosure Concerning the Securities Market
and the Kosdaq Market (with implementation from
February 4, 2009), to enhance the efficacy of sanctions
against businesses violating public disclosure-related
regulations. Clauses concerning public disclosure

Improvement
concerning
interruption in
risk aversion
accounting on
confirmed
contracts

- In the case of interruption of risk aversion accounting due to
liquidation of a derivatives contract signed to avoid risk
associated with the confirmed contract, the book value of the
confirmed contract shall be entered as profit/loss at the time
of realization of the confirmed contract.

Special
privilege for
unlisted SMEs
in application
of exchange
rate*

- Unlisted SMEs (except financial businesses or corporations
registered with the Financial Services Commission) allowed
when translating their foreign currency-denominated assets
and liabilities to use the exchange rate announced on a
specified date (i.e. June 30, 2008) instead of the one at the
end of the year

Special
privilege for
unlisted largesized
corporations in
revaluation on
exchangetraded
derivatives*

- Unlisted large-sized businesses (except financial businesses
or corporations registered with the Financial Services
Commission) allowed to avoid fair value evaluation of OTC
derivatives containing foreign currency risk, by attaching a
note containing fair value information on them

related to insolvency of corporations were also
overhauled, to help investors attain relevant
information in a timely manner during a corporate

* Effective only in the fiscal year in which December 31, 2008 falls

crisis.
(Amendment to accounting standards relating to
foreign currency translations)
On January 14, 2009, the Korea Accounting Standards
Board (KASB) amended the financial accounting
standards concerning foreign currency translation and

1) The procedure for calculating the benchmark prices at the time of an
allotment to shareholders or a capital increase by public offering where
priorities are given to existing shareholders was abolished with the
adoption of self-regulation of discount rates. In the case of a capital
increase with allotment to a third party, another standard price is now
used to reflect the recent market price, as the past benchmark stock
price has been changed to a weighted arithmetic average of the stock
price over the three transaction days preceding the date of subscription.
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over-the-counter derivatives. The amendments were
made in compliance with a request from the Financial
Services Commission, in connection with the need to
mitigate the accounting burdens of businesses and
financial institutions amid the on-going economic
crisis.
Major contents of the amended accounting standards
included: ① authorization of tangible asset revaluation;
② adoption of a functional currency system; ③
expansion of the scope of products permitted as means
for foreign currency risk-aversion; ④ improvement of
accounting related to interruptions in risk-aversion
accounting on confirmed contracts; ⑤ exceptional

<Table - 3>
Highlights of Pre-Workout System
Category

Description

Applicable
debts

- Debts past due for more than 30 days but less than 90 days
and whose entire amounts come to less than 500 million won
- When one or more debts is/are in arrears, the total volume of
debt is adjusted.
- Both secured and unsecured debts included

Eligible
debtors

- Debtors satisfying all of the following requirements*:
∙Those whose amounts of debt newly accrued within six
months prior to application come to less than 30% of their
total debt amounts.
∙Those whose debt-to-income (DTI) ratios come to 30% or
higher
∙Those whose assets in possession amount to less than 600
million won in value
∙Those whom the Credit Counselling and Recovery Service
judges to face hardship repaying their debts normally
without debt adjustment, due to conditions, such as
unemployment, closedown of business, disaster, or
decrease in income

Details of
support
provided

- Debt adjustment : Exemption from interest in arrears;
alleviation of interest burden (no reduction in principal)
unsecured bonds - repaid in installments in up to 10 years;
secured bonds - repaid in installments in up to 20 years
- Delay in debt repayment: Delay for up to one year when the
Credit Counselling and Recovery Service judges the
preceeding debt-adjustment insufficient

* Application may be submitted only once.

treatment for unlisted SMEs relative to application of
exchange rates; and ⑥ exceptional treatment for
unlisted large-sized businesses in revaluations of OTC
derivatives.
These amended accounting standards were to in
principle apply from FY2009. Businesses were also
allowed to apply them in FY2008, however, in
consideration of their worsening financial situations.
(Amendment to Loan Business Act)
On January 21, 2009, the Government promulgated an
amendment to the Act on Registration of Loan
Businesses and Protection of Customers Using
Financial Services (‘the Loan Business Act’).
The amendment strengthened management/supervision
of loan/loan brokerage businesses. It allowed creation
of loan brokerage businesses, stipulated the obligation
of loan/loan brokerage business staff to receive
education from the Government, and required
loan/loan brokerage businesses to use the word ‘loan’
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in their business names. It also reinforced protection of
loan service users by stipulating the obligation of
loan/loan brokerage businesses to offer access to debtrelated documents and issue the relevant certificates,
and requiring that important information be written in
by hand at the time of contract entry and that
documents certifying the repayment ability of
borrowers be collected in cases of borrowings
exceeding a given amount.
The amendment also stipulated extension of the timelimit on the clause setting the highest applicable
interest rate2), criminal punishment of unregistered loan
businesses charging interest rates higher than that set
by law, and the making of associations of loan
businesses legal entities.
While the clause restricting the highest applicable
interest rate took effect immediately, the amendment as
a whole was to be implemented from April 22, 2009 (3
months after promulgation).
(Implementation of pre-workout system)
On March 10, 2009, the Government announced a plan
for one-year operation of a pre-workout system (from
April 13, 2009 through April 12, 2010). This system
involves absolution of short-term defaulters from
obligations of repaying overdue interest, and specifies
adjustments of their repayment schedules through
agreement between the Credit Counselling and
Recovery Service and financial institutions.

2) The Loan Business Act had set the date of expiry of the Regulation on
the Highest Applicable Interest Rate (i.e. 60% in the Act and 49% in its
Enforcement Ordinance) as December 31, 2008. The amendment
extended this to December 31, 2013.
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The system was prepared to cope with the possibility of
a situation in which a considerable number of shortterm defaulters come to danger of credit delinguency,
amid an increase in the household loan-related default
rate caused by the current financial crisis.
Debt rescheduling is carried out for cases of debts
amounting to less than 500 million won which have
been overdue more than 30 but less than 90 days.
When one or more of a debtor’s total debt burden is/are
in arrears, the entire amount of debt is rescheduled, and
both secured and unsecured liabilities are subject to
rescheduling.
Stringent criteria will be applied to rule out intentional
defaulters. Those selected for the program will be
given the benefit of mitigated interest burdens,
including absolution from obligations of repaying
interest in arrears. Repayment in installments is set for
up to 10 years for unsecured debts and for up to 20
years for secured debts.
(Amendment to Regulations on Supervision of
Insurance Businesses)
On March 18, 2009, the Financial Services
Commission amended the Regulations on Supervision
of Insurance Businesses, with the aim of enhancing the
financial soundness and risk management abilities of
insurance companies. The amendment was also
intended to improve and supplement the relevant
systems in step with the amendments to the
Enforcement Ordinance of the Corporate Tax Act and
the Accounting Standards.
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The amendment includes adoption of the risk-based
capital (RBC) system to help insurance businesses
secure proper levels of financial soundness and
enhance their risk management abilities by
meticulously reflecting their diverse inherent risks. For
the next two years, the newly adopted system will be
implemented concurrently with the current one, to
minimize the shock of the change and ensure smooth
settling into place of the new system.
The amendment to the Enforcement Ordinance of the
Corporate Tax Act, in February 2009, made it possible
to choose either the acquisition cost-based method or
the current market price-based method for appraisal of
variable insurance securities. The amendment is
intended to ensure consistent calculation of the
solvency margin ratio, regardless of which calculation
method an insurance firm selects.
The change in financial accounting standards made in
December 2008 allowed the reappraisal of tangible
assets. Valuation gains on tangible assets are thus now
subject to equal application of the distribution criteria3)
applied in appraisal/disposal of other asset, such as
securities.
The amended regulations were to be implemented from
March 23, 2009, and to take effect in the fiscal year in
which this date of implementation falls. The RBC
system was to take effect from April 1, 2009.

3) Gains on valuation of assets (except tangible assets) such as securities
are distributed between contractors and shareholders on a 90:10 basis.
The same criterion now applies to the disposal of tangible assets.
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